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Chapter lo Introduction. 
1.0. Summary 
The subject of fiducial probability was introduced by 
Fisher about thirty years ago. Among the problems considered 
in this area have been those of fiducial estimation (Pitman 
(1939)) and fiducial prediction (Fisher (1935/ 1956) and Ramsey and 
Buehler (1963)). This thesis, broadly speaking, is yet another 
small contribution in this direction. 
It deals ma.inly with the problems of fiducial estimation 
and prediction for families of distributions with a group 
structure. Expectation identities useful for estimation and 
prediction purposes have been obtained. By application of these 
identities certain "best" estimators and predictors have been 
derived for certain location and scale parameter families._ The 
expectation identity useful in estimation has also been applied 
to the estimation of an angular parameter in rotation families. 
Finally, some theorems (which correspond to theorems on invariant 
functions on the sample space given by Lehmann (1959)), concerning 
invariant functions on the sample and parameter spaces have been 
obtained a 
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1 .1. Review of Previous Work,•. 
Segal (1938) has derived fiduciql distributions of 
several parameters. He begins by showing the ~xistence of 
pivotals, then proceeds to suggest a method for obtaining the 
ancillaries and finally, by use of the pivotals, derives the 
fiducial density of several parameters. In Chapter 1, a rather 
simplified account for showing the existence of pivotals is giveno 
Besides, the relation of standard pivotals to the more commonly 
known pivotals and ancillaries in case of location and scale families 
is considered. 
Pitman (1939) considered the problem of fiducial estimation. 
He dealt with families of distributions having (i) one location, 
(ii) one location and one scale, and (iii) two location and one 
scale parameter, and obtained certain "best" estimators. In 
Chapter 2, an expectation identity for families of distributions 
with a group structure has been obtained for certain invariant 
functions, and Pitman's results are seen to be special cases of 
this identity. 
Fisher was possibly first to use the t.erm "fiducial prediction" 
in 1956. For a review of the work done in this area, the reader 
is referred to Buehler (1963), pages 22-23. 
More recently Ramsey and Buehler (1963) have considered the 
problem of predicting a future observation (i.e., the (n + l) th 
observation, if a sample of size n has been observed) in the case 
of one location and of one location and one scale parameter families. 
Proceeding on lines somewhat similar to those of Pitman (1939), 
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certain "best" predictors were obtained. In Chapter 4, an expectation 
identity for a family of distributions with a group structure has been 
obtainedo The identity can be applied to obtain "best" predictors, 
and results of Ramsey and Buehler (1963) are seen to be special cases 
of this identityo 
In deriving these identities an extensive use of Fraser (1961), 
has been made since the f•rmulation and the underlying assumptions 
are nearly the same. In Fraser (1961), a mathematical model involving 
transformation group is presented and the derivation of fiducial 
distributions and other related questions such as combining fiducial 
distributions have been considered. 
Lehmann (1959) in Chapter 6, has considered invariant functions 
on a sample space. He has obtained theorems concerning: (i) relation-
ship of the maximal invariant with an invariant function, (ii) a 
method for obtaining maximal invariant, (iii) the manner in which the 
parameter space can be _shrunk by use _of a maximal invariant on the 
parameter space. In Chapter 5 theorems corresponding to (i) and (ii) 
above have been obtained for invariant functions on sample and 
parameter spaces. 
-3-
lo2. Contents of the Thesis, 
This thesis, which is in five chapters, generally speaking 
considers (i) some general aspects of fiducial probability theory, 
(ii) the problems of fiducial estimation and prediction, and (iii) invariant 
functions on the sample and parameter spaces. 
Chapter 1 begins with a review of the_past work done in fiducial 
probability theory as related to the above problems. Papers of 
Segal (1938), Pitman\ (1939), Fraser (1961), and Ramsey and Buehler· 
(1963) have been discussed. A simplified account on the existence 
of pivotals has been given in Section 1.3. It may be remarked that 
this topic has been dealt with by Segal (1938). In Section 1.4, 
the relation between the standard pivotals to the commonly known 
pivotals and ancillaries in location and scale families has been 
obtained. 
In Chapter 2, the problem of estimation for families of 
distributions with a group structure is considered. 
of the problem is as follows: 
The formulation 
Essentially, the following assumptions (which are nearly the 
same as that of Fraser (1961)) are made: (1) (!, t3x, pw) is a 
probability space where wen, and n is the parameter space. (ii) There 
exist spaces T and.JI such that ! is tn·· one~to·--one correspondence with T x J\ . 
(iii) There is a group~of measurable transformations on the sample 
space! on to itself. (iv) w The class of measures p for wen is 
closed under 1a- , i.e., for Xel3X, there exists a g*weO such that 
pw(X) ~ pg*w(gX). (v) The ind:ced group~ of transformations on 
the parameter space n is exactly transitive. (vi) There exists a 
-4-
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-Haar measure on spacei; and thereby on several other spaces which are 
isomorphic to it. 
Let ER denote the conditional expec·tation given the ancillary 
and let Ef denote expectation with respect to the fiducial density 
of w given Xo Then,_for any_ function H(x, w) which satisfies the 
invariance condition H(x, w) = H(gx, g*w) it is shown that ER (H(x, w)) = 
. . 
Ef (H(x, w)) o It is seen (a counterexample is given). .... · .... , .. that the 
above condition on H(x, w) is not necessary for the identity to hold. 
F~om this rather general and fundamental theorem on fiducial estimation, 
.: ... ~ certain other theorems follow as special cases. In Sections 2 .3 
to 2.6, the problem of estimation in case of the following families 
of distributions have been considered: (i) One location parametera 
(ii) One location parameter and one scale parameter. (iii) Two 
location parameters and one scale parameter. (iv) Two location para-
meters and two scale parameters. For all these families certain 
"best" invariant estimators have been obtainedo In Section 2.7., 
some remarks have been ma.de concerning special cases not dealt with 
in the preceeding sectionso 
In Chapter 3, the expectation identity obtained in Chapter 2 
has been applied to rotation families. In Section 3.1, the forDD.tlation 
of the problem is es·sentially as follows: oonsiq.er X = (x1 , x:2) to. be 
a random variable with a known density which has no paramete~ of its owtl.o 
Tb.en by rotation of the axes a family of random variables is generated. 
The problem is to obtain an estimate of a,. the angle through which the 
axes have been'rotated. Thus we are concerned with distributions on 
a circle. It is pointed out that such distributions pose special 
-5-
problems, e.g. the usual ~dditive property of expectation is not ... 
·1· ..... ::.. ;:·., ·. "\,~ - .. ' - --: '.":·:· ,' '.. ::· .· . '< ·,.-·; . : ~- __ , ... _-__ ·; - .; ,., ';-·· ;·:. ·-:·· ..... !...- _1_ .••• -,··.,.: _. ·:. -, 
necessarily valid. In Section 3 .2, a brief account of -Fre __ y~rfJf.~~ti9n 
of the assumptions ~de i~ Ch_B:pter 2 i_s_ g_i;v~n. 
.; ; 
In Sec,=ion 3 .3, the general conditional an~- _f~d.11~~al d~~s:~_ties 
are derived and. examples concen;i.ing special cases of th~se are givena 
• • ~ : ' ' ••• • • : -_· ' - : j - ;. ' ! . . ' . . ' . . : . ' ,' : . _. ...: . '' . . ! ; . ! , l • - '-' ·- ; ' 
In Section 3.4, _invariant estimators are characterize~ w~en th~ 
. - . . - • _: · •. -_ _I •• . -,.. ~ • : .._ '. • ' ' . ,· :, I • • ' ' ' • ' • • I • • ' •• • :' • 
estimator is based on one or more bivariate observations. In Section 
• .·,·. _!1 • ' . ::,_· ' : ., '. . ,. I 
3.5, the definitions of expectation wi_~h respect to. the c::onditional 
• ~ • ,' , , \ I , • ,• , • • _ _, . , :· ,J : ~ ! ., • -:· , ' , .• ' , ~ • I : , J • , • ', • ,• ~-,, .. ,'0 ' I f, '. • -'.- ., j ., , .'. ; , ' ) ' ' 
and fiducial densities are made. Also,. the concept of symme_try for 
: , • • 
0
, ' , • ~ .•. ; :. ' I : • • • , , ' ; • ' ! '• '_ • ' J ' I, '-. I ' •, : ' : ; _ ~ _' ,: , • _ • '. I._, , , : ' "I , !'. r_, :, • , ' 
distributions on the circle is defineda _Section 3.6, whi~h- is_per~aps 
: •• • - • • • • ., :. ' • _· ; ·- • : • ' - ' '. \ • ' j • ~ • • , 
the basic section i~ this chapter, probability theory_ for distributions 
.: • • ' ,' \ _ • / :. , : .i, ',, .·~ , ,: :' • , ' .. • j ~ :. • ' '.' ,, • ~ • • ' ~:, 1.• ''.• I'. t..- •- •,, -•~ • ,. . ' '., ; 
on a circle is considereda 
:.J •• .... ~ ' ) : ' 
defined and certain lemmas concerning them hav~ been obtained. 
By use of fiducial theory certain "bes~'~ ~sti~tors ha~e been 
obtained o Finally in _this section t~e equiva~ence of ftducial an~ 
1 • ! ' ,' .' L • • '. : • ' ,•, •• • ,• .,,• '. , , ,-' /tJ • • _, 
posterior distributions when_prior distribution is taken to be unifo~m . 
... 
over the interval (0, 27r) is discussedo In Section 3.7 "best" estimators 
,', . ... . .''..; ' . . . ' ' . . ~ ; . ;_ .. : . . ' 
for certain special cases have been obtained. In .. S~ction. 3 .8 a theorem 
- i :, • • : '. ·, . _.·.'..:·. - •• ·.' 
for symmetric unimodal circular distribu~ions is obtained. It 4eals 
with the minimization of a certain integral. An illustration of the 
theorem has also been given. In Seqtion 3.9, a theorem by which a 
I .-. ,, j ! I 
Bayes-~ estimate of O! can be obtained in case of one or more bivaria~e 
observations is given. Certain corollaries whicl:t are speci_al cases 
of the theorem are also giv,e_n. 
,·., j I ,, I 
In Chapter 4, the problem of pr_edic tion for families of d:i~ tribqtions 
which a group structure is considered. The formulation of the p~ob~em 
is as follows: 
-6-
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Essentially, the following assumptions are made: (i) 
(!' '~X,,Pw) is a probability space, where wen and n is the para-
meter spaceo Also X' - -* -= ! X !, where! is the space of "past" obser-
vations and X' is the space of "future" observations. (ii)There exist 
spaces T , J and J* such that ~· is in one-to-one correspondence 
with T X JJ x Jl * and ! is in one-to-one correspondence with T x ~ . 
(iii)There is a group ~of measurable transformations on the sample 
space!' onto itself. (iv)The class of measures Pw for wen is closed 
under,Pr, i.e., for X'e~X' there exists g*w.n such that 
= (v)The induced group~~ of transformations on 
the parameter space n is exactly transitive. (vi)There exists a 
Haar measure on space \and thereby on several other spaces which 
are isomorphic to it. 
In this framework a new definition is given of the joint fiducial 
distribution of the parameter wand future observations x* given"past" 
observations x. Let ER denote the conditional expectation given the 
ancillary a (which is based on the "past" observations). Let Ef denote 
the expectation with respect to the joint fiducial distribution of w 
* and x given x. Then for any function H(x' ,w) which satisfies the in-
variance condition H(x' ,w) = H(gx' ,g*w), it is shown that ER(H(x' ,w)) = 
Ef(H(x' ,w)). From this general theorem on fiducial prediction, certain 
other theorems follow as special cases. In Sections 4.3. to 4.6., the 
problem of prediction in case of the following families of distribu-
tions have been considered: (i)one location parameter, (ii)one 
-7-
location parameter and one scale parameter~ (iii)two location parame-
ters and one scale parameter, (iv)two location parameters and two 
scale parameterso For all these families certain "best" predictors 
have been obtainedo In Section 4.7., some remarks concerning other 
special cases have been made. 
In Chapter 5,.we consider invariant functions on the sample 
and parameter spaces. Theorems concerning the following have been 
obtained: (i) relationship of a maximal invariant with an invariant 
function, (ii) a method for obtaining a maximal invariant through 
subgroups. Examples bearing on these theorems and also an example 
of a function which is invariant but not maximal invariant have been 
given. 
Finally, we want to make a few miscellaneous remarks concerning 
numbering, etc. The numbering of lemmas, corollaries, theorems, 
definitions, and remarks is continuous within each chapter. Also 
the figure before the decimal point in their numbering is the number 
of the chapter and the figure after is the number within the chapter. 
The numbering of· equations is continuous within each chapter. The 
numbering of sections is on the similar lineso Section 2o2. means 
the second section in the second chapter, and S~ction 2.2.1 means 
the first subsection of the second section in the second chapter. 
-8-
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-* 1.3. On the Existence of Pivotals and Ancillaries. 
In this section we consider·:. the. quE!stion.:of existence =of 
pivotals and ancillaries. The existence of pivotals has been discussed 
in Segal (1938). Here we give a slightly different discussion of this 
subject. 
Definition 1.1 . 
A function ~(x, w) for XE! (the sample space) and wen (the 
parameter space) is said to be pivotal if its distribution does not 
depend on w. 
Example 1.1. 
Let X be a normal variate with mean O and variance 1. Then 
X-8 is a pivotal for it is distributed normally with mean O and 
variance 1. 
Example 1 .. 2 , 
Let x1 and x2 be independent normal variates each with mean e 
and variance 1. Then x1-x2 is an ancillary for it is a normal variate 
with mean O and variance 2. 
Remark 1.1. 
The pivotals and ancillaries play an exceedingly important role 
in fiducial probability theory. Their use in derivation of fiducial 
distributions has been discussed,for example, by Segal (1938), 
*This section is not essential to the understanding of the later 
sections of the thesis. Accordingly, the reader could omit it if he 
chose to do so. 
-9-
Pitman (1939), Owen (1948), Fisher (1956), Tukey (1957), Fraser (1961), 
Brillinger (1962), and Buehler (1963)0 
Consider a random variable X = (X1 , o•o, Xn) whose density 
depends on the parameter w = (w1 , ••• , wr), (r ~ n). Suppose a 
sufficient statistic T = (T1 , •• 0 ' T) exists for the parameter w .. r 
If F·(T i I ti- l, ..... , t 1 ; w) , ( i = 1, .... , r) , are continuous , then 
each one of them is distributed uniformly over the interval (0, 1). 
Hence they are pivotals. The other possibility is that no such T 
exists. Assume in that case that there exist n-r jointly ancillary 
s tat is tics g . ( x 1 , ..• , x ) , i = 1, I. n ... , n-r, (whose joint distribution 
does not depend upon the parameter w). If F(Xilx1_1, ••• , x 1 , w), 
(i = 1, .•• , n), are continuous, then each of them is uniformly 
distributed over the interval (0, 1). Hence they are pivotals. 
According to Segal (1938), it is possible to obtain functions 
0 0 O , u ) 
n 
for i = 1, ••• , n-r, where ui = F(Xilxi-l' .... , x1; w) for 
i = 1, .... o, n. We may then take any r functions of ui's which are 
functionally independent of v.'s to be the pivotals. In this way 
I. 
then standard pivotals u. are transformed to a set of n-r ancillaries 
l. 
and r pivotals. The joint conditional distribution of the r pivotals 
given the n-r ancillaries may be used to obtain the fiducial distribution 
of w given x. 
Remark 1.2 .. 
Though (as has been shown by Segal and indicated above) the 
pivotals ui, (i = 1, .... , n), always exists, the question of existence 
of ancillaries g., (i = 1, oa•, n-r), is yet an unsolved problem. 
I. 
-10-
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1.4o* Relationship of Pivotals and Ancillaries with the Segal Forms 
in the Case of Location and Scale Parameter Families. 
In this section we consider for location and scale families the 
relationship of standard (Segal) forms of pivotals with the known 
forms of pivotals and the known forms of ancillaries. The known 
pivotals and ancillaries are expressed in terms of the standard pivotalso 
We begin with the case of one location parametero We have that 
F(X1 , e) is a pivotal and also: 
xl 00 
I Jo•• I f(x1-e, • o o , x - B' dx1 .... dx ., , n I n· (1) 
-00 -00 -00 
xl - 0 00 00 t 
' ' 
= I J • o J £ (x1 , ••• , xn) dx1 .. o .dxn, 
-00 -00 -00 
where x.-e = xi (i = 1, .. Cl .. , n). 1. (2) 
Thus u1 = G(x1-e), 
I 00 I I I I 
where g(xl) = I f(x 1 , •• 0, X ) dx2 o o .dxn and n 
-00 
Xl I I 
G(x1) = f g(x1) dx1 .. 
-00 
Therefore, we have from (2) that : 
(3) 
Thus the more commonly known pivotal x1-e is a function of the standard 
* ~ * ~ pivotaL Furthermore, if F(x1 , 8) ~ F(x.1 , e), then x1 ~ x1 or 
* * Sections marked are not essential to the unde.rstanding of 
the later sections of the thesis 0 
-11-
* ** equivalently x -0 ~ x -0. It follows that x1-0 is a monotone function 1 - 1. 
of the standard pivotal. We also have that: 
~2 00 00 
I •• 
J J •• • J f·(x1-0, x2-0, ••• , xn-0) dx2 ••• dxn 
-00 -co -00 
u2 = F(x2 (x1,0) = 
00 
'f f(x1-0, x2-0, ••• , x -0) dx2 ••• dx ~ n n 
X -0 2 00 00 
' ' ' J J ••• J f(x1-0, x2, ... , X ) dx2. • .dxn n 
-00 -00 -co 
= 
00 I 
' ' J f(x1-0, x2, 0 •• , X ) dx2···dxn n 
-00 
Thus we have that: 
00 
' ' ' ~. : : . I ... .. r J f(x1-0, X ) dx3. • .dxn ,. x2, • 0., I . .. n 
where h(x2 , x1-0) 
-00 ' 
= 
00 
' 
I I J f(x1-0, x2, • 0., 
~ 
X ) 
n dx2. • .dxn 
:8:2 
' and H(x2 , x1-0} = / h(x2 , x1-0) dx2 0 
-00 
Finally we have that: 
where Hi1 denotes the inverse of H with respect to the first argument 
-1 
and G denotes the inverse of G. 
Thus x2-x1 , which is the more commonly known ancillarly, can be 
expressed as a function of the fir~t two pivotals. Similarly x1-x1 
-12-
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
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( i = 3, o oa, n) is also expressible as a function of the standard 
pivotals. We thus obtain one pivotal and (n-1) ancillaries and 
accordingly then standard pivotals are transformed into 1 pivotal 
and (n-1) ancillaries. 
Next, we consider the case of. .one ,locat.ic;m· .. -par.ame·ter and .one 
scale parameter. We have that F(x1 , 0, J) is a pivotal and also: 
Xl 00 00 X -0 
t 1 = F(x1 , 0-, a)= f f ... f a-n f( !· , 
-00 -00 -00 
xl-0 
00 00 I a 
X -0 .. 
n-
••o,-·--) dxlooodxn. 
·a. 
I I I 
J J ... f f(x1 , X ) dx1•oodxn, = • 0., n 
-00 -00 -00 
... 
x: -0 
.. .· i 
where~= x. (i = 1, ao•, n) 
a i. 
Thus, 
X -0 
·1 
tl = Gl(~), 
I 00 I I I I 
where, gl(xl) = J f(x1 , ..... , X ) dx2 ••• dxn. n 
-00 
xl 
I I 
and, Gl(xl) = J gl(xl) dxl. 
-00 
Therefore, we have that: 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
( 11) 
Hence,. the commonly known pivotal is a function of the standard pivotala 
Furthermore, by an argument similar to that used in the case of ohe:location 
-13-
X -0 
parameter it can be shown that-}-- is a monotone function of the 
standard pivotal F(x1 , 0, a). By rather similar caculations a second 
x -0 x -x pivotal, e.g. 2 or 2 1 can also be obtained as a function of the 
a 
standard pivotals. 
a 
We also have that: 
x2 00 00 
J J • • .J a-n (X -0 X -0 X -0) f 1 2 . . .. n dx2 •• ~dx 
t 2 = F(x2 1x1 , 0, a)= 
-00 -00 -00 -a-' -a-,•••, -a- n 
where 
= 
X .-0 
f00a-n f(xl-0 x2-0 
--, --, 
-oo a a 
... , 
x2-0 
00 00 
X -0 1 f a J ••• f f(_l_, x2 , 
-00 -00 -00 a 
00 
' 
xn-0) dx2. • .dxn 
a 
' ' 
... X) dx2 .•• dx 00 •; n n 
' ' X -0 
1 
J f(_l_, x2 , . , , X ) dx2 . • o dx ••• , n n a -00 
. r. 
• •• , n) -·- = X (1 = 2, a. . r 
Thus we have that: 
·X -0 X -0· 
1
• 2 1 
t = G (--, --), 2 2 a a 
00 X -0 
where 
1 X - 0 f ( 1· 
g2(x2, 1 ) -
f _. _, x
2
, 
a - -oo 
a . 
' ' ' 
o o o, X ) dx3 • • .dx n n 
00 X -0 
J f(~, x2 , 
-00 a 
' ' ' 
... • , X ) dx2 o • • dx n n 
and 
xl-e. 
G2(x2, q) = 
X 2 , xl-0 , 
f g2(x2, ~) dx2o 
-00 
-14-
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= 
X3 co co X -0 X -0 X -0 
J J J 0 -nf (-1_, _2_, ~, 000 O' O' O' 
..00 -co 
co X -0 
J ... n ( 1 cr:. f -a-' 
-co 
X -0 X -0 2 , -3 
--, __ , 
a a 
... , 
X -0 
_n_) d dx 
0 x3••• n 
' ' 
..00 -co ..00 
••o, xn) dx3••odxn 
= 
co X -0 x2-0 J f(_l_, _, X 
I I I 
-00 
a a 3' ••• , xn) dx3 ••• dxn 
where = x. (i = 3, OOOJ n). ]. 
Thus we have that: 
co X -0 x2 _0 
· / x ·-e ~ x -0 J f(-}-, __ , a 
( I 2 1 ) -00 where g x , __ , --
= 3 3 a a 
co X -0 X -0 
J 1 2 f(-0'- '~ 
-00 
and 
x2-9 X -0 ( _1_) G3 x3, -a-, a 
x3, 0 0 0, 
x3, 0 •• ' 
I I I 
X ) 
n 
dx4 ..... dxn 
I I I 
X ) 
n dx3 ••• dxn 
, 
x3-xl 
Therefore, --- , which is an ancillary can be expressed in terms of 
x2-xl 
-15-
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
t_1 , t 2 , and t 3 as follows: 
X -0 X -0 
_]_ - _2_ 
(1 _· - - (1 
X -0 X -0 2 - 1 
--(1 (1 
(i = 4, ••• n) can be obtained as functions of thew standard pivotals. 
We thus can obtain two pivotals and (n-2) ancillaries as functions of 
n standard pivotals as was claimed by Segal. 
(18) 
The method suggested here for obtaining pivotals and ancillaries 
can easily be applied to more general cases, e.g. the case of families of 
distributions with two location parameters and two scale parameters. One 
could obtain in this case the four pivotals xi-0 . x2-81. xi- 02. Y2-82 
-, ---, ---; 
0 1 °1 °2 °2 
and then+ m - 4 ancillaries xi+2-xl (i = 1, ••a, m-2) and 
x2-xl 
Yj+2-yl (j = 1, ••• , n-2). 
Y2-Y1 
-16-
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Chapter 2. Estimation. 
2.0. Introduction. 
The problem of estimation for families of distributions with location 
and scale parameters has been considered by Pitman (1939). This chapter 
considers a more general problem, namely the problem of estimation for 
families of distributions with a group structure. Pitman's problem is 
seen to be a special case of this. 
2.1. Formulation of the Problem. 
The formulation of the problem is as follows. We make the following 
assumptions. 
Assumption 1. 
Let - w ~, ~!' P) be a probability space where w€Q and n is the 
parameter space. 
Assumption 2 • 
There exist spaces T and Jl such that X is in one-to-one correspondence 
with T xJL For elements x,t,a of these spaces this ·correspondence 
will be denoted by: 
X <--> (t,a) (1) 
Assumption 3. 
Let (T, t3T ) , (.Jl, ~) and be measurable spaces and t3 n TX_,. 
be the minimal a~field which contains the cartesian product of the sets 
in the given a-fields. Also assume that for Tet3T and Ae~, if 
X ~ {x: x <~->(t,a) for teT and aeA), 
then Xet3! • 
-17-
(2(a)) 
Finally assume that for any X€~X, we have that if, 
B = {(t,a) <--> x for xeX), (2(b)) 
then 
Since x <--> (t,a), tis conditionally sufficient for w given a. 
Also, the measures Pw on ! impose corresponding measures on T X Jl 
i.e. for every Tef3T and Aetj., Pw(TxA) = lAJ(X), 
where X and TXA are related through (2(a)). 
Remark 2.1. 
(3) 
There is no danger of confusion by using the same symbol Pw for 
measures on spaces X and T X A. 
Thus it is possible to index the conditional measures on T by wen. 
Ass;umption 4. 
There is a group1 = (g) of (1-1) measurable transformations on the 
sample space X on to itself and (~,')is a measurable space. Also, 
.assume there exists a left Haar measure µ on the space which has the 
invariance property given by: 
µ (gG) = µ (G) for all gE~, and G£\ . (4) 
Assumption 5. 
The class of measures w P for wen is closed under~. 
Thus for any ge 4 and wen, there is a 
* 
wen g such that for all Xe~X, 
Pw(X) = Pg w(gX), 
where g* is the function on n to n 
-18-
defined by g*w = w • g 
(5) 
I 
f..J 
I 
~ 
... 
-
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Assumption 6. 
For any wl'w2 . £0, there is a single 8€ \ such that g'tti1 = w2• 
In other words, the mapping gj-+g* is an isomorphism and the group J.{ 
* is exactly transitive on n (i.e. for any w1 , w2 ;there is a single g* in 1
carrying w1 into w2). It may be remembered that in general (without 
Assumption 6) g+-+g* is an homorphism and not on an isomorphism. 
Assumption 7. 
For any ge~and X£X, if x <-->(t,a) then: 
gx <--> (t ,a) , g 
where t depends only on t and g and not on a. g 
Definition 2.1. 
Let g' be defined by: 
g't = t • g 
It is seen that ~ = (g') is a group that is isomorphic to Y;y. 
Assumption 8. 
¾-' is exactly transitive on T • 
Re resentation of s aces T and n in terms of 
(6) 
(7) 
Let x0 and w0 be arbitrary but fixed reference points in the santple space 
X and parameter space n. If x0 <--> (t0 , a0), then t 0 and a0 are 
taken to be the corresponding reference points in spaces T and .J1 • 
Let g' t 
carries to into 
be the unique transformation in¾' which for each a, 
t and g' be the transformation which carries the 
w 
conditional variable t 0 with w0 distribution into a conditional variable 
-19-
* t with w distribution. Also, let g be the transformation that car-
w 
ries w0 , in to w. We will denote g~ ~~~ ~~ in . .1i_, by t and w respec-
* * * ti~ely, and gw in ~ by w. 
Remark 2.2. 
The correspondence among the elements of groups of transformations 
~ , ~ ', it* is obvious. 
Remark 2:.3. 
Since ., Ji. and T are spaces which are isomorphic to 1{- , the mea-
sureµ imposes corresponding measures on the spaces. 
Assumption 9. 
Assume that ! ~ Rn ( the n-dimensional Euclidean space) o Assume that 
w for each w, the measure P is absolutely continuous with respect to 
w then-dimensional Lebesgue measure L (i.e., P << L )o 
n n 
Then by the Radon-Nikodyn~. Theorem,_there exists a L -mea-
n 
surable function p(x,w) such that: 
Pw(X) = J p(x,w) dL (x), 
X n 
for every : · X E 13 • 
x 
Lemma 2ol. 
If (5) holds, then for all g,w: 
* p(x,w) = p(gx,g w) aae. L 
n 
* where g <----> g. 
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(8) 
(9) 
•• 
? 
./ 
... 
\ I 
...,J 
I 
-' 
I 
.,_; 
... 
.. 
.... 
Proof: 
Since by (5) for XEf3 
x 
* 
, Pw(X) = pg w(gX), we have that: 
* f p(x,w)dL (x) = f p(gx,g w)dL (x). 
X n X n 
But (10) is equivalent to (9). This establishes the :lemma. 
Lemma 2 .. 2,. 
( 10) 
* If for all x, g and w (where x <----> (t,a) and g <----> g'<---?' g ), 
* H(x,w) = H(gx,g w), (11) 
-1 then H(x,w) can be expressed in the form H'(w t,a). 
Proof: 
The correspondence x <----> (t,a) defines a function H" according to 
H(x,w) = H"(t,a,w) .. 
Also, 
( * ) "( ' * ) H gx,g w = H g t,a,g w .. 
- . 
* ( *)-1 I -1 ( ) If we put g = w and hence g = w , then H x,w is seen to be 
of the formH'(w-1t,a). 
Assumption 10. 
Assume that there exists a measure A. on ( Jl , 13 J ) and a f3T x sl -measur-
able function h(t,a) such that every SEB (then-dimensional Borel 
n 
field), we have that: 
f dL (x) = J h(t,a)dµ(t)dA.(a) 
S n SI 
(12) 
where S 1 = {(t,a) : x <--~~> (t,a) if XES}. 
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Definition 2.2. 
For AE:~ , define: 
Ji 
.f.~(A) = PW( T xA~. 
Remark 2.4. 
P 2 ( •) is a probability measure on Jl . 
Lemma 2.3. 
P~( •.) does: not depd,;ld on w. 
Proof: 
(13) 
Since by (3), (5) and T g; = T , where Tg = 
* 
{t : te T), we have that: g 
P~(A) = ·pw(TXA) = Pw(X) = Pg_w(gX) 
* * * 
= Pg_w(TgXA) = Pg_w(TXA) = P~_w(A), 
where X and T XA. are related through (2(a)). 
* * ..I: But, {g_~:g_e:70-} = {w : ~e-0). It follows that P2 ( ·! does not de-
pend upon w. Due to (13), we have that Pw considered as a measure on 
space~ for fixed T is absolutely continuous with respect to P 2 • 
Hence we can define a r3 J1 -measurable function P~( TI a) by use of 
Radon-Nikod:yn Theorem according to: 
Pw( TXA) = f P~(T I a)dl>2 (a). A 
Remark 2.5. 
For almost all a, P1(· I a) is a conditional probability measure on 
spaceT. 
Assumption 11. 
Assume that for all a, P1 < < µ. 
-22-
(14) 
\ 
... 
... 
By Assumption 11 and application of Radon-Nikodyn Theorem, we define 
a~ -measurable function p1(t I a,w) according to: T 
P~(T I a) = · J p1(t I a,w)df,t(t). tl:!T 
Remark 2.6. 
p1(t I a,w) ip a conditional density on space T with respect to the 
Haar measureµ. 
Lemma 2.4. 
p1(t I a,w) = Pi(w-1tl a). 
By ( 14), we h,ave that for all A\E ~ ~ 
P~(TXA) = f P~(TXA)dP2 (a). A 
and similarly, letting T = { t : $ T), g g 
* * pg_w(T XA) = J p~_w(T I a)dP
2
(a). 
g A g 
Since by an agrument similar to that used in Lennna 2.3. 
w g*w P (TXA) = P _ (TgXA.) we have that for all A.e~Jl , 
w · *w 
/'!\(T I a)dP2(a) = { Pf (Tg I a)dP2(a). 
w g*w Renee , P 1 ( T I a) = P 1 ( T g I a) , a • e .P 2 • 
Also by (15), 
P~(T I a) = 
and similarly, 
f p1(t I a,w)dµ(t). t;ET 
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(15) 
(16) 
* I a; s * w) dµ c t) • p8 w(T I a) = J p (t 1- g t ;ET l g 
g g 
= / p1(t8 a,g*w)dµ(t). tfET 
Hence, 
p1(t I a;w) = p1(t8 I a,g~w),a•e,µ. 
Put g* = w-1 , and we have that (16) holds. 
Definition 2.3. 
Define a measure v on the sp~ce \ by: 
v(T) = µ(T- 1), for~~ 
T 
Remark 2.7. 
vis a right Haar measure. 
Remark 2.8. 
(by ( 4)). 
(17) 
µ(Tg') = .6.(g' )µ(T), for ']$~ , ( 18) 
T 
where .6.(g') is the~t10dular function. This is due to the fact that 
invariant measures are unique up to a constant andµ, where .. g 
µ , (T) = µ(Tg') is another left Haar measure on-Jipace T . g 
Definition 2.4. 
Following the ii~es of Fraser (1961), we define the fiducial density 
of w given x w1th respect to the measure v by: 
p(w Ix) = p1(t la,w).6.(t) = pi(w-
1tl a).6.(t), 
where.a(t) is the DlOd~lar function. 
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(19) 
I 
.. 
I 
.., 
... 
2.2. Expectation Identity. 
In this Section w~ obtain an expectation identity, 
ER(H(x,w)) = Ef(H(x,w)), where H(x,w) is a function for which (11) 
holds. It will be seen that (11) is a sufficient but not a neces-
sary condition for the validity of the expectation identity. We begin 
with the,:theor.2m which proves the above mentioned expectation identity. 
2.2.1. Theorem Concerning Expectation Identity. 
Assume: 
(1) Assumptions 1-11 are satisfied. 
(2) H(x,w) is an invariant function, i.e. (11) holds. 
(3) ER denotes the conditional expectation .with respect to the con-
ditional density p1(t I a,w) and Ef denotes the expectation with re-
spect to the density(l9). 
Then: 
Proof: 
ER (H:(x ,w)) = f H'(w-1~a)p1(t I a,w)dµ(t), by Lemma 2.2. 
~ET 
(20) 
= J H'(w-1t,a)p1'(w-
1t I a)dµ(w- 1t), by (16) and (4). 
uT 
= _1J . H'(s,a)p1(s I a)dµ(s), s = w-1t. 8,6W T=T 
= f H'(w-1t,a)p1'(w-
1t a)dµ(w- 1t), for a fixed t. 
cJEn 
= f H'(w-1t,a)p1(w-1t I a)~(t)dµ(w- 1), by (18). 
~(2 
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= I '< -1 ) '< -1 I H w t , a p 1 w t a)~( t) dv ( w) , by ( 1 7) • 
w..E("2 
= Ef(H(x,w)), by (19). 
2 .2 .2. Countere.kalllP.le. 
The following is an example which shows that (11) is not a necessary 
condition for (20) to hold. 
Consider the case when X is a unif·orm variate over the interval 
(e,e + 1). Let H(x,0) be given as follows: 
H( X, 0) = -( X + 0) , 0 ~ X ~ 0 + ¾ and 0 + i < X ~ 0 + 1. 
= (x + 9), 0 + ¼ < X ~ 0 + t 
= o, otherwise. 
. e + 1 0 + ¾ 0 + 1 
Then, ER(H(x,e)) 4 = J -(x +0 )c1x + J 1 (x +e )c1x + J 3-(x +0 )dx = 0 e+4 . e+4 
1 3 X 
0 
Also, Ef(H(x,0)) = I 1 -(x + e)de + j -34(x + 0)d0 + j - 1+ -(x + 0)d0 = o. 
X - 4 x- 4 x-1 
ER(H(x,0)) EiH(x,9)) and yet H(x,0) ( Thus, = is not a function for 
which (11) holds. 
Remark 2.9. 
Of course, one can always construct functions H(x,w) for which (11) 
holds a.e. and (20) still holds. 
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2.3. Case of One Location Parameter. 
In this section we consider a theorem which deals with families of 
distributions with one location parameter Bo 
Definition 2.5. 
A 
An estimator 8(x1 , ... , x) of e is said to be invariant if for any n 
a, -co < a< co, 
Definition 2.6. 
For X = R define g on X as follows: 
n 
gx = (xl- g, ••• , xn- g). 
* (e} as follows: For n = Rl' define g on n = 
* g e = e - g. 
Pitman (1939) obtained expectation ~dentities for functions of the 
• 
form cecx1 , ••• , xn) - e)m and I ecx1 , o •• , xn) - e1m form~ o a3d 
.,,.. * for invariant estimators e. With the above definition of g and g 
and withe= wit is easily shown that these functions satisfy the 
invariance relation (11) for H. Thus the following theorem, which 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
will be shown to follow from Theorem 2.1., is very similar to Pitman's 
result. It is actually slightly more general in two respects: the 
function His more general; and the variates x1 , ... ' 
necessarily independent or identically distributed. 
Theorem 2 • 2. 
x are not 
n 
Let~ denote the conditional expectation over a region R in which 
-27-
the ancillaries
1
ai =xi+ 1 -x1(i = 1, ••• , n - 1) are fixed and Ef 
denote the expectation with respect to the fiducial density of e given x. 
Assume that: 
(1) x has density with respect to the Lebesgue measure L given by: 
n 
p(x,e) = f(xl- e, ••• , xn- e). 
(2) H(x,B) is a function for which (11) holds. Then 
Proof: 
(24) . 
(25) 
We first verify that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. are satis-
fied. We begin with the verification of Assumptions 1-11 of Section 2.1. 
Assumption 1. 
X = R, then-dimensional Euclidean space. 
- n 
t,- = B , the. n-dimensional Borel field. X n 
For XeB , 
n 
P8(X) 
Assumpt'ion 2. 
T = R1 , the real line. 
e, ... , X -
n 
J = Rn-l' the(n-1) dimensional Euclidean space. 
In the.correspondence, x ~----> (t,a), 
t = x1 and a = (a1 , ••• , an_1), 
where ai = xi+ 1- x1 (i = 1, ••• , n - 1). 
As.sumption 3. 
= = 
(26) 
(27) 
\ i 
i... 
... 
. . 
' 
and f3,- X Jl = 
Assumption 4. 
B • 
n 
g on~ is defined as in (21). 
( ~ ,f'l~ ) is a meaall:aie space which is in one-to-one correspondence 
with the meaaimlE space (R1 ,B1) o Also, the measure element dµ is given 
by dg. Since, Lebesgue measure is invariant under translation, it 
follows that µ(gG) = µ(G) for g€ \ and Gef3 • 
. 1t 
Assumption 5. 
The class of measures Pe, -00 < e < 00, is closed under 4 . For any 
. e 
g E ;, the variate X with which measure P is associated is trans-
0-g formed into a variate gX with which measure P is associated, and 
the later measure is in the class. 
Assumption 6. 
Also from (23), it follows that there is a unique g* such that 
g*e 1 = 
Assumption 7. 
By use of (22), we have that: 
t = g 
Clearly, t depends only on t and g and not on a. g 
Assumption 8. 
(28) 
The verification of this assumption is similar to.that of Assumption 5. 
Assumption 9. 
This follows from part (1) in the Assumptions of the theorem. 
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Assumption 10. 
It has already been seen that dµ(t) = dt. Take, d,..(a) 
and h(t,a) = 1. 
f dL = 
S n 
Then it is seen that for Sand S'EB 
n' 
J dµ(t)d,..(a), 
s' 
where Sand S' are related through (2(b)). 
Assumption 11. 
= 
If Te~ is such that f dµ(t) = f dt = 0, then by use of (29) 
T T T 
we have th~t for any Aet3 Pw(TXA) = 0. From (14), it follows 
Ji 
e P1(T I a) = O. Hence, Pi<<µ. 
Also, p1(t I a,e), the conditional density oft with respect to the 
measureµ is given by: 
f(t - e,al+ t - e, ••. , an-1 + t - e) 
= . 
f f(t - e,al+ t - e, ..• , a l + t - e)dt I n-
The denominator equals the marginal density of a, and therefore the 
integral exists. 
Finally, we have that: 
.6.(t) = 1 and dv(e) = d0. 
The fiducial density of 0 given x by use of (19) is: 
p(e Ix) = p1(t I a,w). 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
Thus we s·ee that all the hypotheses of Theorem 2 .1. are satisfied and 
consequently (25) holds. 
For the proofs of the following Corollaries, the reader is referred 
to Pitman (1939). 
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Corollary 2 .1. 
If Assumption (1) of Theorem 2.2. is satisfied then the fiducial mean 
A 
which we denote by 0M is the minimum mean square error invai:iant ·:esti-
mator. 
Corollary 2.2. 
If Assumption (1) of Theorem ~~2o is satisfied, then the fiducial 
, A 
median w~ich we denote by t is an estimatoD such that: 
A ~ E(I 0 - 0 I), (32) 
A 
where 0 is any other invariant estimator. 
Definition 2.6. 
A 
An estimator ·uB is the best estimator of 0 (in the Pitman sense) if 
for all the positive values of h we have that: 
P { J" BB- 0 I ~ h} ~ P { j 'e - 0 I ~ h} (33(a)) 
and for some. positive value of h, 
p £ 1 eB- 0 1 ~ h} > ·R.{ 1 e _ 0 1 ~ h} (33(b)) 
Corollary 2.3. 
Let the fiducial distribution p(0 J x) be unimodal (with mode at BL). 
Also, let p(01 J x) ~ p(02 J x), fo~ - oo < 01 ~ 02 ~ 0M and 
p(01 j x) ~ p(02 j x) for 0M < 01 ~ 02 < oo, then eM =BC= eL = eB • 
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2.4. Case of One Location Parameter and One Scale Parameter. 
In this section we consider a theorem which deals with families 
of distributions with one location parameter e and one scale parameter a. 
Definition 2.8. 
. . 
An estimator ~(x1 , ••• , xn) is said to be an invariant 
estimator of e if for all a, - oo <a< oo and b > O, we have that: 
(34) 
Definition 2.9. 
An estimator cr(x1 , ••o, xn) is said to be an invariant estimator 
of a if for all a, - oo <a< oo, and b, b > o,.we have that: 
(35) 
Definition 2.10. 
r:.· 
For X = R, define g 'b· on X as follows: 
- n a,. 
... ' b(x -a)). n (36) 
* For n = {(a,b)}, - oo <a< oo, 0 < b < oo, define ga,b as follows: 
g;,b (e, a)= (b(B-a), ho). (37) 
Pitman (1939) has considered this case and has shown the identity (11) 
form cpr(xl. xn)-0] and to hold for functions of the ... , 
a 
cp E<x1. 
·;·• xn']" A • • •' X ) and cr(xl' i • • •, X ) where B(x1 , are n n 
invariant estimators of e and a respectively in the sense of (34) 
and (35) respectively. A noteworthy feature of the following theorem 
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is that it contains an example of a discrete ancillary, namely a0 • 
The values taken by a0 are 1 and O according as x:2 ~ x 1 or x2 < x.: 1 • 
Theorem 2.30 
Let ~b = 1 or O. according as x2 ~ x1 or ~- < x1 and let 
ai = xi+2-xl (i = 1, oo•, n-2). Also, let ER denote the conditional 
.~z~~~1 
expectation over a region R in which the ancillaries 8<), a1 , ...... , a n-2 
are fixed and Ef denote the expectation with respect to the fiducial 
density of e, cr ·.given x. 
Assume that: 
(1) x. has density with respect to Lebesgue measure L given by: 
n 
x -e x -e 
p(x, e, cr) cr -n_ ..f(-1-, n ) < e < 00 (1 > 0 = <1 ••• ' -a- ' - oo xl, • •., xn, , • 
(2) H(x, l~, a) is a function for which ( 11) holds.. Then 
~(H(x, e, cr)) = Ef(:(Hx, e, cr)). 
Proof: 
The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 2.3. 
The verification of the assumptions will be gone into briefly. 
Assumption 2. 
In the correspondence x <--> (t, a), t and a are given by: 
t = (t1 , t 2 ) where t 1 = x 1 and t 2 = lx2-x1 f, and 
a= (a0 , a 1 , ••• , an_2 ), where a0 = 1 if x2 ~-,c.:1 and a0 = o 
if·· < · d x. 2-xl (· 1 ) x2 x 1 an ai = i+ , 1 = , ••• , n-2 • 
x2-xl 
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(38) 
(39) 
Assumption 4. 
The definition of g b on Xis given by (35). 
a; 
dadb The measure element of the measureµ (left Haar measure) is~. b2 
Assumption 10. 
The measure elements dµ{:t;)and dA.(a) are given by: 
where T} is a discrete measure having mass 1/2 at each of the two 
' values 8c) = O,. 1. 
following holds: 
For SEf3x- and S Ef3 .. , it can be shown that the 
TX·J\ 
J 2t; d~( t) dA.(a) = f dL. (x) ., 
T X A . S· n. 
' where Sand S are related through (2(b)). Also, p1(tla,w), the 
conditional density oft with respect to the measureµ is given by: 
X -0 X -0 
n f ( l· : . , . ·: · n ) t ----, ... , --2 (1 (1 
p1(tla, w) = x ·-e x -e 
/tn f(-1-i •; •, -!:-)dµ( t) T 2 a a 
Finally we have that: 
.6.(t) = .!t. and dy.(e, a) = dede 
2 a 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
Hence, by use of (19) p(0,alx) the .ffducial density of e,a given xis 
given by: 
p e,a Ix)= 
X -0 X -0 
n-1£( 1- . . . . . n ) I x2 -xl l -a-· ·, · · · ' ~
· . ~ --e x -e 
/ n £( 1 ~ ., .. n )d ( ) t ---, ••• ' -- µ t T 2 a a 
(43) 
Thus we see that all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied and 
so we have that (39) holds. 
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0(x1 , • • •, X ) ..,8, 
Lemma 2.5. ~ 1 
Let H1(x,e,a) = ~ 0 n- and H2(x,0,a) = 
cr(xl, ••• , X ) A A 
~
. 
~ a n J, where 0{x1, .•• , xn) and a(x1, .•• , xn) are func-
tions for which (3~ and (35) hold respectively. Then for H1(x,0,a) 
and H2(x,0,a), (11) holds • 
Proof: 
* H1(g b x,g b(e,a)) a, a, 
Thus~ (11) holds. 
H2(ga,b x,g:.,b(_0,a)): 
= {'e(b(x1-a), .. ~: b(xn-a)) - b(0-a~' 
,~(e(xl, ••• , xn) - a) - b(0-a~ 
= ~ l: . ,. by ( 34) , 
ba 
0(x1 , ••• , xn). - e-\ 
= ~1------J 
= Hl (x,0,a). 
_ r~(1*1-a), ••• , b(xn-a))l 
- ~t ha ·J ' 
~
;(xl • - .• ',- -~~)~ 
= ~ ----- , by (35), 
ba 
~(xl' • • •' xn)] 
= ~-----r 
Thus, (11) again holds. 
For the proof of corollaries 2.4., 2.5., and 2.6., the reader is 
referred to Pitman (1939) • 
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Corollary 2o4. 
If Assumption (1) of Theorem 2.3 is satisfied, then 
Ef(e/a2 )/.Ef(l/a2 ) is the minimum mean square error invariant estimator 
of e .. 
Corollary 2.50 
If Assumption (1) of Theorem 2.3 is satisfied, then.Sc 
{the median of the marginal fiducial distribution of e) is the closest 
invariant estimator of e i.e. 
(44) 
A 
where e-is any invariant estimator. 
Corollary 2.6. 
If Assumption (1) of Theorem 2o3 is satisfied, then 
1 1 Ef(0)/.Ef(a2) is the minimum mean square error invariant estimator of a. 
R~ma.rk 2.10. 
A A 
Since (e - e)2 and IB - ef are functions of the form H1(x, e, a) 
a2 a 
and H2(x, 0., a) respectively, we have by Lemma 2.5, that for them 
(11) holdso Hence, Corollaries 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 are special cases 
of Theorem 2.3. 
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- 2o5o Case of Two Location Parameters and One Scale Parametero 
In this section we consider a theorem which deals with families 
of distributions with two location parameters and one scale parameter. 
Again, Pitman (1939) has considered this case, but has assumed 
that x1 , •co, xm, y1 , o•o, yn are mutually independento A note-
worthy feature of the theorem is that it contains an example of 
Definition 2.11. 
For X = Rm+n' define g on X as follows: a 1 ,a2 ,b 
For n = ((a1 ,a2 ,b)}, - oo < a 1 < oo, ~ oo < a2 < oo, O < b < oo, define 
* g as follows: a1 ,a2 ,b 
Theorem 2o4. 
( i = 1 , o • o , m-2) , b . 
J 
(j = 1, ••• , n-2) and c = 
Also let ER denote the conditional expectation over a region R in 
which the ancillaries a0 , a 1 , • o. ,am_2 , b1 , • o., bn. .. 2 and c are 
fixed and Ef denote the expectation with respect to the fiducial 
density of e1 , e2 , a given x and y. 
Assume: 
(1) x, y has density with respect to Lebesg_ue measure L given by: 
mrn 
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(46) 
. , 
... , 
a a 
y -B 
n 2) 
a • 
(2) H(x, y, e1 , a2 , a) is a function for which (11) holds. Then 
Proof: 
The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorems 
2.2 and 2.3 and so it will not be given. 
Definition 2 .12. 
An estimator r(x1 , ••• , xm' y1, ••• , yn) of r = B1-B2 will be 
called invariant if for all a 1 , a2 , b, - oo < a 1 , a2 < oo, b > 0 we 
have that: 
Leoma 2.6. 
: 1· : lr(x1 , • .. •, X , Y1 , • • •Y ) - J Let H ( x , y , a 
1 
, · B 
2 
,' a) = cp [ m 
O 
n :.] 
where r(x.1 , ••• , xn, y1 , ••• , yn) is a function for which (49) holds. 
Then H(x, y, a1 , a2 , a) satisfies (11). 
Proof: 
The proof of this is straightforward and will not be given. 
Corollary 2.7. 
If Assumption (1) of Theorem 2.4 is satisfied, then 
Ef( ~2 ) /Ef (¼2) is the miniDnJm mean square error invariant 
estimator of r. 
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(47) 
I 
... 
(48) 
(49) 
.. 
... 
.... 
Proof: 
" By use of Lemma 2.6, we see that (11) holds for (r-r)2 .. Hence, 
(12 
by Theorem 2 .. 4, we have that: 
" Since the right hand side of (50) minimum implies O = Ef (r~~) = 
(1 
'r Ef (~J = Ef (~. Hence 'r = Ef CJ) /Ef (J). Consequently, 
Ef (~) /Ef (1) is the minimum mean square error invariant estimator. 
(1 (1 
Remark 2 .. 11. 
A general identity of the form (48) was not considered by 
Pitman ( 1939) • 
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(50) 
2.60 Case of Two Location Parameters and Two Scale Parameters. 
In this section we consider a theorem with families of distributions 
with two location parameters and two scale parameters. For this case 
we have not been able to obtain or even define in a satisfactory way 
an invariant estimator for the difference of two location parametersa 
Definition 2.13. 
gal,bl,a2,b2 (x,y) = (bl(xl-al), ••• , bl{xm-al), b2(yl-a2), o••, b2(yn-a2))a 
(51) 
* 0 < h2 <~,define g b b as follows: al, l'a2, 2 
Theorem 2 • 5 • 
according as y2 ?;: or Y2 < Y1' let 
xi+2-xl (i = 1, •o•, m-2) Y1 a = i x2-x1 
and b. = 
Yj+2-Y1 
J Y2-Y1 
(j = 1, ••o, n-2)o Also let ER denote the conditional 
expectation over a region R in which the ancillaries a0 , al, ••• , a 2' m-
h0 , h1 , ••o, bn_2 are fixed and Ef denote the expectation with respect 
to the fiducial density of e1 , e2 , cr1 , cr2 , given x and y. 
Assume that: 
(1) x,y has density with respect to the Lebesgue measure L given by: 
mtn 
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la.I 
• 4' 
.,, 
I.I 
~ 
i..l 
·~ .-·,. 
-
~ 
-
... , , ... , 
(2) H{x, y, e1 , a1 , e2 , a2 ) is a function for which (11) holds. Then 
Proof: 
The proof of this theorem is similar to proofs of Theorems 
2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and so will not be giveno 
We now proceed to prove a lemma, which will give two classes 
of functions for which (54) holds. Finally, we obtain a minimum 
al 
mean square error invariant estimator for r= - • 
a2 
Lemma 2.7. 
Let: 
a2 ) = q>~l(xl' j A H{x, Y, el, e2, al, ... , xm} el e2(Y1,•••, yn} al .. ' a2 
and 
a2 ) = q>~l(xl' 
A ynQ G{x, Y, el, e2, al, e • "' , xm) a2(Y1, e O Cl , 
al a2 
, 
A A 
where e1(x1 , ••• , xm) and e2{y1 , ••• , yn) are invariant estimators 0 ~ 
el and e2 respectively in the sense _of (34) and crl(xl, •o•, xm) and 
a2{y1, ••• , yn) are invariant estimators of a1 and a2 respectively in 
the sense of (35). 
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(53) 
(55) 
(56) 
Proof: 
The proof of this lemma is straight forward and will not be 
given. 
Remark 2.12. 
If Assumption (1) of Theorem 2.5. is satisfied, then (54) holds for 
H(x,y,e1,e2,a1,a2,) and G(x,y,e1,e2,a1,a2). 
Definition 2.14. 
A 
An estimator p(x1 , ..• , xm' y1 , ... , yn) will be said to be ratio-
al 
invariant estimator of p = if: 
02 
... ' X ' m 
... ' X ) m 
= 
... ' 
where p 1(x1, ... , xm) and p2(y1, ••. , yn) are invariant functions 
in the sense of (35). 
Corollary 2.8. 
If Assumption (1) of Theorem 2.5. is satisfied, theh Ef(-¾) / Ef(-¾2 ) 
is the minimum mean square ratio· .-invariant estimator of p. 
(57) 
Proof: "( 
P xl' • • • ' cm, y 1' • • ·' y ) Since n is a function of the form (56), 
p 
we have by the Remark 2.12, that (54) holds for it. In particular, 
(54) holds for(~ - 1)2 • We want to determine a p(x1, ••• , xm' y1 , ••• , yn) 
in the class of ratio-invariant estimators such that E(p - p) 2 is minimized. 
Equivalently, we want to obtain a p(x1 , ••• , xm, y1 , ••• , yn) such that 
-42-
•'. ~;;,,·.j 
.... 
\ 
.... 
--
1..i 
Er p(xl, ••• , xm, Y1, ••• , yn) - 112 ~ is minimized. By an argument 
- p A 1 1 
similar to that used in Corollary 2.70, we have that p = Ef(p) / Ef{-p2 ). 
Some Remarks. 
Several other cases have not been considered, e.g., the 
cases of (1) two location parameters, and (2) k location parameters 
and k scale parameters (k > 2). We want to mention here that it 
is easily seen that these cases are also special cases of Theorem 
2.1. Thus, they can also be handled in an analogous manner. 
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Chapter 3. Estimation in the Case of Rotation Familieso 
3o0. Introduction. 
In this Chapter, we consider the problem of estimation of the angle 
a through which the axes have been rotated. It will be seen that 
Assumptions 1-11 of Chapter 2 are satisfied for the specification of 
the problemo Accordingly, it will be possible to make use of the ex-
pectation identity (20) of Chapter 2 to obtain certain "best" estima-
tors. Since the parameter a is an angle, its fiducial distribution 
(when defined) is defined on a circle. Some non-fiducial theory of 
circular distributions has been recently considered by Breitenburger 
(1963) who lists about thirty references to earlier worko 
longer bibliography can be fou~d_.in Greenwood (1959). 
-44-
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3ol. The Formulation of the Problemo 
The formulation of the problem is as follows: 
Let X = (x1 ,x2 ) be a random variable and suppose we have avail-
able to us n bivariate observations xi= (xil'xi2 ) (i = 1,2,o•o,n). 
Let x = (x1 , ooo, X ). n Assume that the density of xis f(x) and it 
has no parameterso 
Consider the following transformations ~ = {gc/ 0 ~ o: < 27r), 
where go:(x) = (x11 Cos 0: + x12 Sin O:, -x11 Sin 0: + x12 Cos o:, •oo, 
-xnl Cos o: + xn2 Sino:, -xnl Sino:+ xn2 Cos o:).(1) 
Then (f(x,o:) : O ~ o: < 27r) is a family of distributionsG They corres-
pond to the family of random variables which would be generated if the 
axes were rotated and it is clear that the family can be parametrized 
by (a: 0 ~a< 27r)o Now consider the same specification in terms of 
polar coordinates i.eo, we make the following transformation: 
R. = J(x-.~1 + Xi2 ), @ i = tan-l Xi2 , 
xil 
(~:~H:.re f\, lies in the range O ~ ® i < 27r and is taken to be in the 
appropriate quadrant depending on the signs of xi2 and xi1) 
i = 1, 0 0.., no 
Then (fR,@ (r ,e ,o:) : 0 ~ a < 27r) is a family of distributions, where 
R = (R1 , o.-, Rn), @ = ( &) 1 , ••• , ®n), r = (r1 , •o•, rn) and 
e = (e1 , o•o, en) and fR,@ (r,B~a) is given by: 
n 
fR,® (r ,e,ci) = 
1
IT/l(r1 Cos ( e1- a), r1 Sin(f\ ..a), ••• , 
r Cos(e - a), r Sin(e - o:)). 
n n n n 
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(2) 
(3) 
In the polar coordinate system the transformations }J- can be express.ed 
as follows: 
0 e O, 
where r = (r1 , 
r ' n 
••• , e - a), 
n 
oo•, e ). 
n 
The corresponding group of transformations induced on the parameter 
* * * space is 1J,- = {ga: O ~a< 2Tr), where ga is defined as follows: 
* fa(~)= a+~ (Mod. 2Tr). 
Our problem is to obtain certain "best" estimators of a· , the only 
parameter which appears in fR,® (r,e,a). 
Definition 3. 1. 
~.a+~ 
Any non-negative function f(~) such that· J f(~)clf3 = 1, 
~o 
,) 
{--· 00 < ~O < 00) will be called a density on a circle. 
Remark 3.1 .. 
f(~) is an aoe. periodic function of~ with period 27r, i.e., 
f(~).=:'.f(~ + 2,r) a.e. Lebesgue, (..oo < ~ < 00). 
Obviously here we are concerned with distributions which are 
defined over a circleo Such distributions pose special problems for 
many of the standard statistical tools fail to be meaningful. For 
example, the usual linearity property of expectation, i.e •. ,:; 
E(a +~)=a+ E(~), where - 00 <a< oo> does not necessarily hold. 
Similarly, the other moments of distribution on the circle are not 
well defined. Finally, to point out yet another problem, how should 
one define the difference between two angles. For example, if we 
-46-
(4) 
(5) 
' I 
r 
I 
-~ 
i I 
-refer to Figure 1, should the be given by angle 1 or 
angle 2o 
Figure 1.. 
Thus one has to make meaningful conventions to define such concepts 
as expectation, difference between two angles, etc. 
A reference to a circular fiducial distribution is found in 
Fisher (1956) o He derives the fiducial distribution of a, when x1 
is N(l,1) and x2 is N(0,1) and x1 and x2 are independently distribu-
ted. Given one bivariate observation, the fiducial density is found 
by Fisher to be: ( I ) 1 r Cos ( e-a) ff a r,e = 2JrIO{r) e , 
where I 0 (r) is a modified Bessel function of the first kind. 
3o2o Verification of Assumptions. 
In this Section we will give a brief account of the verification of 
the assumptions of Chapter 2 and also give the corresponding defini-
tions for some of the terms involved in those assumptions. 
We have the following: 
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(6) 
(2) 
(3) 
* It is easily verified that 4. is exactly transitive on n. 
The transformations ~· = {g~: 0 ~a< 2Jr} are defined as 
(4) The transitivity of on T is also easily verified~ 
(5) It can be easily verified that for A E ~[0,27T](where ~[0,2Jr] 
is the a-field of subsets of [0,211"], the range space of @ 1) 
we have that: J 
A h(B1,a:,a)d81 P 1 (A I a 1a) = 2rr , where 
0! h(81 ,a,a)de1 
••• ,r Sin(a 1+ e1- a) ). n n-
3o3• The Conditional and Fiducial Densities. 
We have from (7) that p1(e1 I a,a), the conditional density of e, 
given a is as follows: 
Pl(el I a,a) = h(81,a,a) 
2rr 
0J h(e1,a,a)de1 
(7) 
(8) 
We also have that .6(81) = 1 and dv(a) = da. Hence, the fiducial den-
sity of a given r,e by use of (19) of Chapter 2 is given by: 
(9) 
-48-
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Example 3.lo 
The Conditional and Fiducial Densities in Case of One Bivariate Obser-
vation from Exponential Distribution. 
Let X = (x1 ,x2 ), where x1 and x2 are two random variables distri-
-xl -x2 
buted independently of each other with densities e and e respec-
tively. Suppose we have available to us one bivariate observation. 
Then, by (8) and (9), the conditional density of e1 given r 1 and the 
fiducial density of a given r 1 , e1 are given by: 
-r1[cos(e1-a:) + Sin(e1-a:)] e 
= 2Tr -r [Cos(01- a)+ Sin(01- a)] ' J e 1 del 
0 
r > o and a ~ e 1 ~ a + ~ , 
= 0 , otherwiseo 
-r1[cos(e1- a)+ Sin(e1- a)] p(a I r l 'el) = _e ______________ , 
27r ~r1[cos(e1- a)+ Sin(e1- a)] 
0 
J e de.1. 
= 0 otherwiseo 
Below are given the figures of the fiducial density of a in the 
two possible _cases that could possibly arise. 
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(10) 
(11) 
C~ \. !L f. G ( l 1f • 
,. -· ' 
f ("''It., 'F>,) 
C} 9_,r Q I i I "2.1f ~ 
FigU:re 2( a). 
~2- ose <1f 
- I "i • 
plc<\11..,Q1) 
L--
o e, 
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Example 3.2. 
The Conditional and Fiducial Densities in Case of Two Bivariate Obser-
vations from Exponential Distribution. 
Let X = (x1 ,x2 ) where x1 and x2 are two random variables dis tri-
-x1 -x 
buted independent of each other with densities e and e 2 respec-
tively. Then by (7) and (8), the conditional density of e1 given r 1 , 
r 2 ,a1 and the fiducial density of a given r 1 ,r2 ,e1 and e2 are given by: 
-r1[cos(e1- a)+ Sin(e1- a)] -r2[Cos(a1+ e1- a)+ Sin(a1+ e1- a)] 
_e _____________ ·e ________________ , (12) 
2Tr -r1[cos(e1-a) + Sin(e1- a)] -r2[cos(a1+ e1- a)+ Sin(a1+ e1- a)] / e .e dB1 0 
= 0 , otherwiseo 
- JI. 
"l-
0 
Figure 3. 
Q _9 :O.., 
2- I I 
p(a I r1,r2,e1,e2) = P_i_(e1 I ·r1,r2,a1,a), (13) 
r 1 ,r2 > 0 and the range of a is determined through Figure 3. 
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3.4. Invariant Estimators. 
3.4.1. Invariant Estimators of o: in the Case of One Bivariate Observa-
tion .. 
Definition 3., 2.o 
We will say that ('.i(r1 ~e1) is an invariant estimator of o: if for every 
~, (o ~ ~ < 2rr), we have that: 
The following-theorem characterizes invariant estimators of o: in case 
of single bivariate observation. 
Xbeorem 3,.10 
An estimator a(r1~s1) is invariant if and only if o(r1,e1 ) is of the 
form (K(r1 ) + e1), where K(r1) is some function of r 1• 
Proof: 
. If' a(r1 ,S~) is of the form K(r1) + e1 ~ then obviously it is in-
variant. Conversely~ let a(r1 ,e1) be any invariant estimator. Dif• 
ferentiating a(rl,el) with respect to el, we have that: 
(14) 
oa(rl'Sl) lim a(rl's1+ h) - 6(rl'e1) . lim h 
oe1 ~~ o h =ii""' oh= 1, (due to {14)). 
But this implies that any invariant estimator has to be of the form 
.3.,4.2., In.variant Estimators of o: in the Case of !I!wo Bivariate Obser•, 
vations., 
Following on lines similar to the characterization of invar,ilant estimators 
-52-
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of o: in case of one bivariate observation, we obtain in this Section 
a characterization of invariant estimators of o: in case of two bi-
variate observations. Any est~tor a will be a function of r1,r2>81 
and 82 but it can also be considered to be a function of r 1,r2 ,82- e1 
and 81• 
Definition ~-J· 
An estimator a(e1,e2- e1,r1.r2) will be called an invariant estimator, 
if for any~, (o ~ q> < 2rr), we have that: 
a(g~ el'e2- el tr1 ,r2) = o:(el ,e2cs el ,rl ~~2) + q>,- for g;e; 1tt .. (11) 
~eorem 3.g • 
.• ,A 
An estimator o:(81 ,82- e1,r1,r2) is ;4ivariant_.ff)and only if 
A 
o:(s1~a2- e1,r1tr2) is of the form K(r1,r2.e2- e1) + e1, where 
.K(r1.r2te2• e1) is some function of r 1,r2,e2~ e1• 
Proof: 
Differentiating a(e1,e2 - e1 ,r1,r2 ) with respect to the first 
argument e1, we have that 
A A A 
oa( el '. e 2 - el , 1i·~r 2 ) I im o:( e / h, e 2 - el , r l , r 2 ) - o:( el , e 2 - el , r l , r 2 ) = _____________________;;:;_= 
oe1 h-t o h 
lim ~ _ 1 h-t O h - ' (due to(l5}. 
·" This implies that o:(e1 ,e2- e1,r1,r2) has to be of the form 
K(e2- e1,r1,r2) + e1 , where K(e2- e1,r1,r2 ) is some function of e2 - e1, 
r l and r 2 • If a( e 1. , e 2 - el, r l , r 2 ) is of the form K ( e 2 - el , r l , r 2 ) + el , 
then obviously it is an invariant estimator. 
-53-
Remark 3 .. 2. 
_Similarly it can be shown that an estimator of a in the case of n(n > 2) 
bivariate observations is invariant if and only. if it is of the form 
K( e2 ..,. e1, _. u o, 0 n - e1 , r l' • o., rn) + e1 , where K is some function of 
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3.5. Sdqie Definitions. 
In Section 3ol, we pointed out that the usual properties of expecta-
tion do not necessarily hold when we take expectation with respect 
to the distributions on the circle. In this Section, we will dt1ine 
certain expectations which will be found to be of interest for obtain-
ing "best" estimators of a. We will also ~efine the concept of sym-
metry for distributions on the circle. 
A 2 A We begin with the definition of ER(~ - a) , where a is any 
invariant estimator and 8a denotes the expectation with respect to 
the density (8). Before actually defining this expression, we must 
"' make a convention as to what the term (a - a)2 means. 
A 
We take (a - a)2 to be as follows: 
("' )2 min (A + )2 a - a = _0 1 2 a - a~ 2n1r n-'' , ... 
Definition 3.4. 
A 
We define ER(a - a)2 as follows: 
a+ 7r - f(a) ,,... 
J (a - a) 2 p{~1 I a,a)de1 , a - 1r - f(a) 
where a= f(a) + e1 and f(a) is some function of a. 
The reason for this choice of limits is as follows: If a - 7r - f(a) 
( 16) 
(17) 
A A ~ e1 <a+1r-f(a), thena-1r~a<a+1r. Hence, I a-al isal-
A 
ways less than or equal to 7r and consequently (a - a) 2 is actually 
equal to the min· 
n=O, 1,2, .•• 
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A A 
If, a - 1r - £ (a) ~ e 1 < a + 1r - f (a) , then a - 1r ~ · a < a + 1r. 
For any invariant estimator.a, we define·Ef(a - a)2 as follows: 
Definition 3.5. A 
A a+ 7f 
Eia - ~)2 = AI (a - a)2 p(a I r,e)da, 
a - 7r 
(18) 
where p(a I r,e) is given by (9). 
It may be observed that again in this definition I a - a I~ 7r and 
hence (a - a)2 is actually equal to min (a - a"': 2n1r) 2 • 
n=O, 1,2, ••• 
Similar definitions are ma.de for ER ( I a - a I ) and Ef( I a - 0: I ) . 
In a later part of this Chapter, we will need the concept of 
symmetry and unimodal for distributions on the circle. 
we define the~re concepts below. 
Consequerttly, 
Definition 3.6. 
A distribution on the circle is said ·to be symmetric if there exists 
an a, 0 ~a< 27r such that f(a - r) = f(a + r), 0 ~ r < 27r • 
.. 
Example 3.3. 
The distribution referred to in (6) is symmetric around e. 
tribution referred to in (11) is symmetric around e1- i· 
Definition 3.7. 
The dis-
A distribution on the circle will be said to be weakly unimodal if 
there exists an b0 , 0 ~ b0 < 27r such that f(b0 ) > f(~), for a11 , 
b :/: 2n7r + bo. 
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Example 3.4. 
Again, the distribution referred to in (6) is unimodal and the mode 
is at e. 
Theorem 3.3. 
If the distribution on the circle is symmetric and unimodal, than 
it is symmetric around the mode • 
Proof: 
The proof of this theorem is _obvious and will not be given. 
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3.6. Probability Theory for Distribution on a Circle. 
This Section is in three parts. Section 3.6.l. deals with nonfiducial 
probability theory for distributions on circle. It gives definitions 
of certain "best" estimators and certain lemmas which follow from 
these definitions. Section 3.6.2. deals with fiducial probability 
tjteory and illustrates the manner in which fiducial argument can be 
applied to obtain certain "best" invariant estimators. Finally, in 
Section 3.6.3., the equivalence of f~ducial and posterior densities 
of a is shown when the prior distribution for a is taken to uniform 
over the interval (0, 21r). 
3.6.l. Non-Fiducial Probability Theory. 
Let f(a) be a circular density in the sense of Section 3.1. Define, 
go(a) as follows: 
A 
a + 7f 
go(a) = AI (a - a)2 f(a)da, 
a - 7f 
A 
-ex><a<oo O (19) 
Then g0(a) is clearly periodic with period 271". If g0(a} is a contin-
, A 
uous function of a, then its minimum exists for it is defined over 
a circle which is a compact set. 
Defir1;ition 3.8. 
A 
Define a0 as follows: 
m_!n. go(a) = go(ao) ' 
a 
(20) 
A 
when a0 is unique (modulo 27r) it will be called the quasi-mean of the 
distribution of a. 
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A 
Also, let g1(a) be defined as follows: 
A 
A a+7f A 
g i~ a) = A J I a - o: I f ( a: ) , da, 
a -- 7f 
A 
- oo <a< oo. (21) 
Clearly, g1(a) is also periodic and if it is a continuous function of 
A 
a, its minimum exists. 
Definition 3.9. 
A 
Define, a1 as follows: 
A 
when a. is unique it will be called the quasi-median of the dis-
tribution of a. 
Lemma 3.1. 
If a0 is a quasi-mean and g0 (a) is differentiable at a0 , then 
Proof: 
Since, by hypothesis the derivative of g0(a) exists at a0 , we 
have by periodicity off and by the use of Leibnitz formula that: 
A 
a + 7r 
= 2 1° (ao - a)f(a)da, 
ao - 7f 
-A 
since a0 is a quasi-mean, it follows that (23) holds. 
Lemma 3.2. 
If a1 is a quasi-median and g1 (a:J is differentiable at £1, then 
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(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
"' a 1 l 1 f(a)da = 2 A 
a - 7r l 
Proof: 
Since by assumption the derivative of g1(a) exists at a1, 
by use of Leibnitz formula and periodicity of f(a) we have that: 
A A 
g~ (o:1) = 
a a+ 1r 
Al 1 f(a)do: -Al 1 f(a)do: 
al- 7r al 
A 
(25) 
(2p) 
Since, gi (o:1) 
a + ,r 
= 0 and l l f(a)do: = 1, it follows that (25) holdso 
"' a - ,r 1 
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3.6.2. Fiducial Probability Theory. 
Definition 3.8. 
An invariant estimator a which minimizes Ef(a ~ a)~ where Ef(a - a) 2 
is .as defined in ( 18), will be called ~E. Assume that ~E ~~~~~: 
Since (a - a)2 is an invariant function, we have by Theorem 2.1., of 
Chapter 2, that Ef (a - a) 2 = ER (a - a) 2 for any invariant e;s.timator 
A 
a. Hence, E (a - a)2 ~ E (a - a)2 • R MSE R Consequently, E(~E- a)2 ~ Eta -a)2 , 
A A 
where a is any invariant estimator. Thus °MsE is a minimum mean 
square error invariant estimator. 
Definition 3 .11. 
An invariant estimator which minimizes Ef( l· a - a I ) ' will be 
A A 
called ac. Assume that ac exists. In a manner similar to above it 
can be shown that: 
E ( I ac -a I ) ~ E ( A a - a I ). (27) 
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3.6.3. Equivalence of Fi_ducial and Posterior Distributions of a. 
The joint density f(e1;a,~) o·f (e1 ,a) by using (3), is given by: 
n 
f(e1,a,a) :iulrif(r1Cos(e1- a),r1Sin(01- a),r2cos(a1+ e1- a), 
(28) 
Assume that the prior density of a is uniform over the interval:· (0,2,r). 
Then, the posterior _density fp(a I e1 ,a) of a given e1 ,a is given by: 
., . 
f(e1 ,a,aV -~ ~-,, 
271" 
J ~U\ ,a,a)da 
0 
Since it can be easily verified that: 
271" i1r f f(e1,a,a)de1 = J f(e1,a,a)da, 0 0 
(29) 
(30) 
we have that fp(a I e1,a) = p1(e1 I a,a), which by (9) is the fiducial 
density of a. This establishes the equivalence of fiducial and poster-
ior densities of a. 
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3.7. Derivation of "Best" Estimators in Special Cases. 
In this Section we will give examples of "best" estimators by applying 
the theory developed in Sections 3.6.l and 3.6.2. 
Example 3 .5. 
Case of Exponential Distribution with One Bivariate Observation. 
Let X = (x1 ,x2 ), where x1 and x2 are random variables distributed 
-x -x 
independently of each other with densities e 1 and e 2 respec-
tively. Suppose we have available to us one bivariate observation. 
Also suppose that r 1 = 1 and e1 = ;. Then by use of (11) we have 
h h f id i 1 d · £ · 1 d e 1r • • b tat t e uc a ensity o a given r 1 = an 1 = 2 is given y: 
-[Cos a+ Sin a] 
= 1,e1 = ;) = _e_7r_______ for o ~ a~ i 
J2e-[Cos ~ + Sin O!]da 
0 
= 0 otherwise. 
A 7f .'. • We see that a:= 4 satisfies 
A 7f It is also easily seen that a0 = 1f is the minimizing value of the 
A 
integral 
(31) 
f h • 6 A 7f By use o t eory in Section 3 •• 2., we have that °MBE = 4 . Tl\tls the 
minimum mean square error invariant estimator of a takes the value f. 
• A 7f I~ can similarly be shown that a:C = 4 is an invariant estimator with 
the property (27). 
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Example 3.6. 
Case of Uniform Distribution with One Bivariate Observation. 
Let, X = (x1,x2 ), where x1 and x2 are random variables distributed 
independently of each other and the density of each is uniform over 
the interval (0,1). Suppose, we have available to us one bivariate 
observation. 1 7r Also suppose that r 1 = '2' and e1 = ~· Then by use of 
(11) we have that the fiducial density of a given r 1 = 1 and e1 =; 
is given by: 
( I e 7r) 2 1f pa r 1 = 1, 1 = 2 = i' if o ~a~ 2 , 
= 0, otherwise. 
A 
... - - - .. a+1r. 2 
We see that a=~ satisfies f (a - a)-da = O. 
£f- a-1r 7r Also, proceeding 
on lines similar to the above example we have that the minimum mean 
square invariant estima;tor of a is f. It also follows that the in-
A 
variant estimator ac with the property (27) takes the value i. 
Example 3.7. 
(32) 
Case of Exponential Distribution with Two Bivariate Observations. 
Consider again the problem referred to in Example 2 of Section 3.3.2. 
Suppose that r 1 = r 2 = 1 and e1 = e2 =; is given by: 
-2[Cos a+ Sin a] 
= 1,el = e2 = ;> = _e_7r _______ _ 
for O ~ q ~ ~, and eq_uals O otherwise. 
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J2e-2[Cos a+ Sin a]da 
0 
, 
(33) 
. ,-. 
... 
I 
... 
I I 
.. . 
... 
.. 
"' (l + 7f A 
We see that a = i satisfies "'J (a - a)p(a I r 1 = r 2 = 1,e1 = e2 = ;)da = o. a - 7r 
Proceeding oa lines similar to Example 3.5., we have that the minimum 
mean square invariant estimator· of a is i. It also follows that the 
. 7r invariant estimator ac with the property (27) takes the value. 4 • 
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3.8. A Theorem for Symmetric and Unimodal Circular Distributions. 
This Section contains a theorem regarding symmetric and unimodal dis-
tributions. It deals with the minimization of a certain integral. 
In the next Section, this theorem will be used to obtain a Bayes' 
estimate of a. 
We begin with proving certain ·temmas which will be required in 
the proof of the theorem. 
Lemma 3 • .3. 
Assume: 
(1) f(t) and l(t) are non-negative functions defined Oil ~l ~ t ~ >-..2 • 
(2) f(t) is non-increasing on (>-..1 ,>-..2 ). 
Then, 
(34) 
Proof: 
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}\ I t, )\,+~z. -t2.. 
2 Figure 4. 
>--
2. 
t 
A. + A. A. + A. 
Consider any points t and t 2 where t 1 = 
1 2 
- t and t = 1 2 + t, 
1 2 2 n 
A.1 + A.2 
for O < t ~ _ • Then, 
A.+ A. A.+ A. 
L(tl) - L(>-..1+ >-..2- tl) = L( \ 2 - t) - L( 1 ~ 2·+ t)o (35) 
and >-..1+ A.2 >-..1+ A.2 L(>-..1+ >-..2- t 2 ) - L(t2 ) = L( .? - t) - L( 0 + t). 
Thus, from (35) and (36) we have that: 
L(tl) - L(>-..1+ >-..2- tl) = L(>-..1+ >,..2- t2) - L(t2). 
Also, we have that f(t1) ~ f(t2 ). Since Lis non-decreasing we have 
>-..+>-.. 
for O ~ t 1 ~ 12 2 , L(t1) - L(>-.. 1+ A.2- t 1) ~ 0 and for 
Al+A2 
--- ~ t2 ~ >-..2, L(>-..1+ >-..2-t2) - L(t2) ~ O. 
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(36) 
(37) 
Al+ A2 
2 
Hence~! L(t1) ~ L(A.1 + A.2 - t 1)f(t1)dt1 ~ 
1 
A.2 
/ ((L(A.1+ A.2 - t 2 ) - L(t2 ~f(t2 )dt2 , Al+ A2 
But this is equivalent to (34). 
Lemma 3.4. 
Assume: 
(1) f(t) and L(t) be non-negative functions defined on Al~ t ~ A2 • 
(2) f(t) is non-decreasing on (A1,A2 ). 
(3) L(t) is non-increasing on (A1 ,A2). 
Then, A A f 2 f(t)L(t)dt ~ f 2 f(t)L(Al+ A2- t)dt. 
Al Al 
Proof: 
The proof of this is similar to that of Lemma 3.3. 
Lemma 3.5. 
Assume: 
(1) f 1(t) is a non-negative and non-decreasing function defined on 
Al ~ t ~ A-2 • 
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(2) f2(t) is a non-negative and non-increasing function defined on 
>.. 1 + >.. ~ b ~ >--2 + >.. • 
(3) fl(b) ~ f2(>..1+ ~e + >.. - t), for >--1 ~ t ~ >--2· 
(4) L(t) is a non-positive function for >..1 ~ t ~ >..2 • 
Then, >.. >.. + >.. 
f 2£1(t)L(t)dt ~ f 2 f2(t)L(>..1+ >--2 - t)dt. 
>--1 >--1+ >.. 
(39) 
Proof: 
Let >..1+ >..2+ ~ - t = t', then 
>.. +>.. >.. 
f 2 f2(t)L(>..1+ >--2+ ~ - t)dt = f 2 f2(>--1+ >--2+ >.. - t' )L(t' )dt' • 
>--1 + >.. >,.:1 (40) 
By hypotheses (3) and (4) of the :lemma and by (40) we have that: 
>.. >.. >..+>.. 
J2 fl(tJL(t)dt ~ f 2 f2(>--1+ >--2+ >.. - t)L(t)dt = f 2 f2(t)L(>..1+ >--2+ >.. - t)dt. 
>--1 >--1 >--1+ >.. 
Lemma 3.6. 
Let: 
(1) L(t) be a function defined over-~~ t <~and symmetric around 0. 
(2) LC(t) = Lb(t) - Lb (t), .where Lb(t) = L(b - t) and Lb (t) = L(b - t). 
0 O O 
Then Lc(b + b0- t) = Lb (t) - Lb(t). (41) 0 
Proof: 
Lc(b + b0- t) = Lb(b + b0- t) - Lb (b + b0-. t). 0 
= L(- b0 + t) - L(- b + t) 
= Lb ( t) - Lb ( t), (by symmetry of L). 
0 
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Theorem 3. 4. 
Assume: 
(1) f(a) is a circular distribution which is synnnetric and unimodal. 
(2) f(a) is non-decreasing for b0 - 7r ~a~ b0 and non-increasing for 
b <a< b + 1r (so that b0 is the mode). 0 0 
(3) L(8) is a~.non-negative periodic function (with period 2Jr) defined 
for -7r ~ 6 < 1r. 
(4) L(8) is symmetric around O. 
(5) L{6) is non-decreasing for O ~ 5 ~ 7r. 
Then, b + 7r b + 7r 
J O ¾ (a)f(a)da ~ J Lb(a)f(a)da , for all b, (42) 
b0- 1r o b _ 1r 
where Lb (a)= L(b0- a) and Lb(a) = L(b - a). 0 
Proof: 
Let, b < b0 • Then, 
2 3 
Figure 5 o 
b + 7r 
J Lb(a)f(a)da = 
b - 7r 
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f O Lb. (a)f(a)da = 
b - 7r 0 0 
/Lb (a)f(a)da + /Lb (a)f(a)da + /Lb (a)f(a)da + /Lb (a)f(a)da,(44) 
2 O 3 O 4 O 5 0 
where the numbers correspond to the intervals in Figure .5. By periodi-
city of½, and f we have that /Lb (a) corresponds to the left hand 
O 5 0 
side of integral of Lemma 3.3- for ~l = b - 7r and A2 = b0- 7r. Also, 
A2 
/Lb(a)f(a)da = J Lb (A1+ A2- t)f(t)dt, with Al=~- - 1r and 1 Al 0 
A2 = b0- 1r. Finally, Lb (a) is non-decreasing over the range of inte-0 
gration. The hypotheses of Lemma 3.3. are thereby satisfied and we 
have that: /Lb (a)f(a)da ~ /Lb (A+ Al - t)f(t)dt = JLb(a)f(a)da~ 
5 0 1 O µ 1 
· Also due to symmetry of L and with Al = b and A2 = b0 , we have that 
A 
/Lb(a)f(a)da = J~b (A1+ A2- t)f(t)dt. Finally, since Lb is non-3 Al O 0 
(45} 
increasing, and f(a) is non-decreasing over the range, the hypotheses 
of Lemma 3.4. are satisfied. Hence, !Lb (a)f(a)da ~ /Lb (a)f(a)cta. (46) 
3 0 3 O 
If we take in Lemma 3.5., the following: 
(1) f 1(t) = f(t), for b0- 1r ~ t ~ b, 
(2) f2(t) = f(t), for b0 ~ t ~ b + 1r, 
(3) Al= b0- 7r, A2 = b,A = 7r, 
(4) L(t) = Lc(t) = Lb(t).- L~ (t), for b0 - .,,- ~ t ~ b. 0 
and by oti,erving that LC(t) ~ 0 over the range b0 - 1r ~ t ~ b, we see 
that the hypotheses of Lemma 3.5. are satisfied. 
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that: b b + 7f J ~(t)f(t)dt ~ J Lc(b0+ b - t)f(t)dt. bo-1r ·bo 
(47) 
But, b + 7f b J Lc(t)f(t)dt = J (Lb(t) - Lb (t))f(t)dt, and 
b0- 1r b0- 1r o 
b+7r b+7r 
f Lc(bo+ b - t)f(t)dt = f (Lb (t) - Lb(t))f(t)dt, by (41)o 
b0 b0 o 
Hence, b .. b+7r f (Lb(t) ·- Lb (t))f(t)dt ~ f (Lb (t) - Lb(t))f(t)dt 
b0- 1r o b0 o 
and J Lb(t)f(t)dt ~ J Lb (t)f(t)dt. 
2+4 2+4 O 
(48) 
By using (45), (46), (48), (43) and (44) we have that (42) holdso 
This completes the proof for the case b < b
0
• The proof for the case 
b > b0 is $imilar. 
Example 3.~. 
Illustration of the Theorem 3.4. 
Consider again the density referred to in (6). We have the following: 
(1) It is unimodal and a is the mode. 
(2) Since for any O ~ r < 21T, fiB + r) = ff(B - r), it is symmet-
ric around e. 
(3) It is non-decreasing fore - 1f ~a~ e and non-increasing for 
e < a < e + 1r. 
If we take any non-negative periodic function (with period 27r) 
which satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem e.g. L(8) = 82 , then 
we have that: 
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e + -rr b + 1T 
.J (e - a)2 f/a I r,B)do: ~ 
e - -rr 
J (b - a) 2 ff(a I r,B)da, 
b - 1T 
for all b. 
We observe that: 
(1) e, which is the mode is an invariant estimator. 
(2) The left hand side of (49) is Ef(e - a) 2 by (18). 
(49) 
(3) Ef(e - a) 2 is the minimizing value of the .integral on right hand 
side of (49) and hence Ef(B - a) 2 ~ Ef(a - a)~ where a is any in-
A 
variant estimator. Hence, C\mE takes the value e. 
A more general result of this kind will be given in the fol-
lowing section. 
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3.9. Bayes' Estimate of a. 
In this Secticin, by use of Theorem 3.40 of Section 3.8., a theorem 
by which a Bayes' estimate of a can be obtained in case of one or 
more bivariate observations is given. Certain corollaries which are 
special cases of the theorem are also given. 
Theorem 3. 5. 
Assume that: 
(1) the fiducial density p(a I e1 ,a) is symmetric (Definition 3.6.) 
and unimodal for all el,a with the mode denoted by eo = eo(el,a), 
(2) p(a I e1 ,a) is not\.;..:decreasing for e0 - 1r ~ a ~ e0 , and non-in-
creasing for 80 <a< 80 + 1r; 
A A (3) L(6) = L(a - a), where a is an estimator,is a loss function 
satisfying the requirements (3), (4) and (5) of Theorem 3o4. of 
Section 3.8. 
(4) the prior density of a is uniform over the interval (0,21r). 
Then for all e1 ,a, the Bayes' estimate of a relative to the 
loss function t(6) is 80 = eo(el,a)a 
Proof: 
By Section 3.6.3., we have that p(a I e1 ,a) is also the pos-
terior density of a. Thus we want to obtain an estimator 0(81 ,a) 
A 
. . a+ 1r 
such that AI L(a - a)p(a I el,a) is minimizedo By observing 
a - 7r 
that all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4a of Section 3.8. are satis-
fied, we have that e0 , the mode of p(a I e1 ,a) is the Bayes' estimate. 
;., i . 
- ... 
I 
I.. 
I 
111111 
I I 
1..1 
. -. 
... , 
- Corollary 3. 1. 
Assume that: 
( 1) L(a - a) = (; - a)2 , where (8: - a) 2 = min (a - a "!:2n1r) 2 , 
m m 
n=0, 1,2, .•. 
(2) t'he hypotheses (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.5. are satisfied. 
Then, 00 , the mode of·p(a I 01,a.), is the miniomm mean square 
invariant estimator of a. 
Proof: 
It is easily seen that the L(8: - a) given in (1) satisfies the 
hypothesis (3) of Theorem 3.5. Thus we have from Theorem 3.4. that: 
Ef(e0- a)2 ~ Ef(b - a)2 , where bis any other estimator. We also 
know from Theorem 2.1. of Chapter 2 that Ef(8: - a)2 = ER(& - a) 2 , 
if & is an invariant estimator. Since the mode is an invariant esti-
mator, we have that ER ( 00 - a)
2 ~ ER (a - a)2, where a is any invar-
- A A 
iant estimator. It follows that E(00- a)
2 ~ .E(a - a)2 , where a is 
any invariant estimator. Hence 00 is the minimum meari. ~quare invar.:. 
iant estimator. 
Corollary 3.2. 
Assume that: 
(1) L('a - a) = I a - a I , where I a - a I = 
m m min I~ - a : 2n1T I , 
n=0, 1,2, ••• 
(2) t'he hypotheses (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.5. are satisfied. 
Then, e0 , the mode of p(a I 01,a) is an estimator of a which 
has the property (27). 
1roof: 
It is easily verified that L(~ - a) given in (1) satisfies the 
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hypothesis (3) of Theorem 3.5. 
that of Corollary 3.1. 
Remark 3.4. 
The rest of the proof is similar to 
If the fiducial density p(a I 01,~) is symmetric and unimodal; and 
p(a I 01,a) is non-decreasing for 00 - 1r ~a~ 00 and non-increasing 
for 00 <a:< 00 + 'Tr, tl'En, 00 , the mode of p(a I 01,a) is the minimum 
mean square error invariant estimator of a and also possesses the 
property (27). 
Corollary 3.3. 
Assume that: 
(1) L(& - ct) = 1 - Cos(& - a), 
(2) ehe µypotheses (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.5. are satisfied. 
Then, 00 , the mode of p(al01 ,a) is a Bayes' estimate of ao 
Proof: 
It is easily seen that L(& - a) given (1) satisfies the hypo-
theses (3) of Theorem 3.5. The rest of the proof follows immed-
iately from the theorem. 
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Chapter 4. Prediction. 
4.o. Introduction. 
The problem of prediction has been considered by Ramsey and Buehler 
(1963). They deal with the prediction of a future observation(i.e. 
the prediction of the (n + l)th observation when n observations are 
already available). They consider the cases of families of distri-
butions with one location parameter and one location parameter and 
one scale parameter. This Chapter deals with a more general problem: 
~he prediction of certain functions of several future observations in 
the case of families of distributions with a group structure. Con-
se~ently, it is seen that Ramsey and Buehler's problem is a special 
case. 
4.1. Formulation of the Problem. 
The formulation of the problem is as follows. We make the following 
assumptions. 
Assumption 1. 
Let (!' , '3x, , Pw) be a probability space, wheJ:'.e wEO and n is the 
parameter space. Also, let!' - -* -= ! X ! , where ~ ·is the space of 
" " -* . " ti • . past observations and X is the space pf future 9bservatLpns. 
Assumption 2. 
There exist spaces T , ~ , ~ * such that X' is in one-to-one corres -
pondence with T X fi X J * and X is in one-·to..:One correspondence 
withT x~. For elements x', t, a, a* of these spaces this 
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Correspondence will be denoted by: 
x' = (x,x*) <----> (t,a,a*) and x <----> (t,a)o 
Assumption 3. 
Let (! ,13 X) , (!! l3jf*) , ( T , 13 T ) , ( Jl , 13 J\ ) , ( Jl ~, 13 -A-*) and ( n , 13 n) 
be measurable spaces and let 13T x], 13T X ,A*, 13 JI X ,R*-!°and-!3
1 
X .Ax-R* 
be the minimal~cr-fields which contain the cartesian products of the 
* sets in the given a-fields. Also, for T~T, A~ J).. and A. Ef3,A. *' if: 
X' = (x' : x' <----> (t,a,a*) for teT, aeA and a*€ A*}, 
then X 'Ef,X'. 
Finally, for X '~·, we have that if: 
B' = {(t,a,a*) (t,a,a*) <----> x' for x'eX'}, 
(1) 
(2(a)) 
(2(b)) 
Since x' <---4)> (t,a,a*), (t,a*) is conditionally sufficient for w 
w· -given a. Also, the measures P on!_ impose corresponding measures on 
T x Jl xft*, i.e. for every Tel\, Aef:IJI- , A~Ef:!Jl- *• 
Pw(T x Ax A*) = Pw(x'), (3) 
where X' and TX Ax·~* are related through (2(a)). 
Remark 4.1. 
w There is no danger of conf~ion in using the same symbol P for mea-
sures on spaces ~· and T X Jl x JI *. 
Assumption 4. 
There is a group~ = (g} of one-to-one measurable transformations 
on the sample space !' onto itseif and ( ~· 131 is a me.asurable space. 
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' J 
~ 
, . 
Also assume that there exists a left Haar measureµ on the space 
having the invariance property given by: 
µ(gG) = µ(G), 
for all g€ \ and Gej:I\. 
Assumption 5. 
The class of measures Pw is closed under--'}.. 
all XI ef3x,' wen, there is. aw en such that for g 
* 
Pw(X') = p~. W(gX I) J 
where g*w = w • g 
Q}_: = The transformations o- {g*) f orm a group. 
Assumption 6. 
Thus for any ge ~ and 
For any w1 , w2en, there is a single g€ ~such that g~w1 = w2 • 
That is, ~* is exactly transitive on n. 
Assumption 7. 
For any ge ~ and x' e!', if x' <-'---> ( t ,a,a*), assume that 
gx' <----> (t a a*) g' , ' 
where t depends only on t and g and not a or a*. g 
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(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Definition 4.1. 
Let g' be defined by: 
g' t = tg. 
It is seen that ,%: = {g'} is a group which is isomorphic to 1· 
Assumption 8. 
%' is exactly transitive on T . 
Representation of Spaces T and n respectively in terms of 
(7) 
Let x0 and w0 be arbitrary but fixed reference points in tne sample 
space!' and parameter space n. If x~ <----> (t0 ,a0 ,a;), than t 0 ,a0 , 
and a; are taken to be,.the corresponding reference points in spaces 
T , A and Ji* respectively. Let g~ be the unique transformation in 
~ which for each a,a* carries t 0 into t and g~ be the transformation 
which carries the conditional variable t 0 with w0 distribution into 
a conditicGal variable t with w distribution. Also, let g* be the 
~ 
transformation that carries w0 into w. We will denote g' and g' in t w 
* * 1r' by t and w respectively and g; in ~ by w • 
Remark 4.2. 
The correspondence among the elements of transformations 1-, ~· and 
~~ is obvious. 
Assumption 9. 
Let X ( R , ( the n '-dimensional Euclidean space). 
- - n 
Assume that for 
w 
all W£n, the measure P is absolutely continuous with respect to the 
n'-dimensional Lebesgue measure L , i.e., (PW<< L ,). 
n n 
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Then, by Radon-Nikodyn Theorem, there exists a L ,-measurable function 
n 
p(x' ,w) such that: 
= f p(x',w)dL ,(x'), 
X' n . 
for every X'e8x", • 
Lemma 4.1. 
If (5) holds, then for all g,w: 
p(x' ,w) = 
* where g ~----> g. 
Proof: 
p(gx' ,g*w), a.e. L,, 
n 
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.1. 
Lemma 4.2. 
(8) 
(9) 
If for all x' ,g,w (where x' <----> (t,a,a*) and g <----> g'<----> g*), 
I I ) ( · I * ). H,x ,w = H gx ,.g·" w , (10) 
a&_ '( -1 *) L\llen H(x' ,w) can be expressed in the form H w t,a,a • 
Proof: 
The proof of this Lemma is similar to that of Leanna 2.2. 
Assumption 10. 
Assume there exists a measure i\1 on 13 j and i\2 on 13 .ft * •. atid:.a function 
h(t,a,a*) such that for SeB , (the n'-dimensional Borel field), we· ... 
n 
have that: 
f dL , (x') 
S n 
(11) 
' *) ' .J...... * where S = {(t,a,a : x <----.,.... (t,a,a) if x'eS} • 
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Definition 4.2. 
* For A X A ef3 -A xfl *, define: 
.. . * P2(A X A ) = Pw(T x A X A*) 
and for Aef3J define: 
Lemma 4.3. 
P~(·) = P2(•) and P;(•) = P3(•). 
Proof: 
* For T X A X A_ Ef3T X Ax J\*' we have that: 
where C = {x' : x' <----> {t,a,a*) ET x AX A*} 
D = {gx' : gx' <----> {tg,a,a~) eTg X AX A~} 
( 12) 
(13) 
and T X AX A* = {{t ,a,a*) if x' <----> {t,a,a*) eT X AX A*, then 
g g -
gx' <----> {t ,a,a*)} • 
g -
Also by; ·(12), (13) and since T = T, we have that: g 
* { * * f.* Since this is true for all g wand g w: g e 
0
_} = {w: wen}, it 
follows that P;(•) = P2(·) • Also, since from (13) and (12) we have 
that: 
P~(A) = Pw(Tx AxJ~) = P~(A X Jl~) = P2(A X J\*). Hence P3 (•) does 
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not depend upon.w. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Due to (13), we have that Pw considered as a measure on space ..A (for 
fixed T x A*) is absolutely continuous with respect to P3• Hence we 
can define a ~J -measurable function P~(T X A~ I a) by use of the 
Randon-Nikodyn Theorem according to: 
Pw(T X AX A*) = f P~'(T X A* a)dP3(a), A .. 
for all Ae~ ~ • 
Remark 4.3. 
For almost all a, P 1 ( • J· a) is a conditional probability measure on 
space T X Jl *. 
Assumption 11. 
w Assume that for all a and w, P1 < < µ X A2 • By Assumption 11 and 
application of Radon-Nikodyn Theorem, we can define a~ -measurable 
T 
function p1(t,a* a;w) by: 
A* I a) = J .. p1 ( t ,a·X· I a,w)dµ( t)~2 (a*), TX A* · 
* where p1(t,a_ I a,w) is a ~T x..A,*-measurable function. 
Remark 4.4. 
p1 ( t ,a* I a;w) is a conditional density on space T X JI.* with respect 
to the measureµ X A2 • 
Lemma 4.4. 
(15) 
(16) 
( * I ) '< -i * I p1 t,a a,w = p1 w t,a a). (17) 
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By (15) we have that: 
Pw(T X A X A*) = 
Similarly, letting Tg = 
But by (3), 
Pw(T X A X A*) 
Hence, P~(T X A~ I a) 
Also by (16) we have that: 
P~(T X A* I a) = 
g*w * 
and P 1 ( T X A I a) = g . 
= 
f P~(T X A I a)dP3(a), for all Aef3 A ~ 
{t : teT} we have that: g 
* 
= J Pg w(T X A* I )dP ( ) A 1 g . a 3 a • 
f * p1(t,a* fa,tw)dµ(t)dA. 2 (a*) TX A · g 
f p1 ( t ,a* la,[w_: .. )dµ( tg)dA.2 (a*) TX A* g 
* I * I * Hence, p1(t,a a,w) = p1(tg,a. a,g w), a.ee: µX "°2 • 
* -1 ( ) Put g = w and we have that 19 holds. 
Definition 4.3. 
Define a measure v on space T (which imposes corresponding measures 
on spaces 1t' and {) as follows: 
v(T) = µ(T-l), 
for Tef, 
T 
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Remark 4.5. 
vis a right Haar measure. 
Remark 4.6. 
There exists a modular function b,. such that: 
µ(Tg') = b.(g')µ(T), 
for all Tef3 This is due to the fact that invariant measures are 
T 
unique up to a constant andµ,; whereµ ,(T) = µ(Tg') is another g g 
left Haar measure. 
Re,mark 4. 7. 
The measure elements of V andµ are related as follows: 
dµ(t) = .ti(t)4v(t). 
Assumption 12. 
Let F be a transformation from T x ~ xJI* onto .X Xx: such that: 
- --
F((t,a),a*) = (x,x*), 
where x <----> (t,a). 
Let E( )·denote the transformation which corresponds to the second t,a 
argument of F for fixed (t,a) (i.e., for fixed x). Thus it is a 
£)* -* . 
mapping of J1 onto!, for fixed x. 
. . -1 Finally,· assume that "A.2F( t ) < < L , .• . ,a n - n 
By Theorem Don page 164 in Halmos (1950) we have that for A*et3 JI* 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
* . 
and x.€~x*, there exists a ~x* -measurable function ~(x,x*) such that: 
= J ~(x,x*)dL , (x*), 
x* . n - n 
(22) 
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where x* = {x*: (x,x*) <----> (t,a,a*) for a*eA*). (23) 
Fisher (1935, 1956) considered for the normal distribution case: (i) 
the fiducial density of an independent future observation, and (ii) the 
joint fiducial density of sample statistics x ands (x = sample mean, 
ands= sample standard deviation) from a subsequent sample. Fraser 
(1961) has defined the fiducial density of was pointed out in Chap-
ter 2. More recently Ramsey and Buehler (1963) have defined the joint 
density of wand x*, when x* = x 1 The definition which we give n+ 
below of the joint fiducial density of wand x* is partly on lines 
similar to those of Fraser (1961) and agrees with Ramsey and Buehler 
* when x = x 1 . n+ 
Definition 4.4. 
Define the joint fiducial density of wand x* with respect to the mea-
sure v XL, as follows: 
n - n 
* p(w,x Ix) = (24) 
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4 .2. Expectation Identity . 
In this Section we obtain the expectation identity, ER(H(x',w)) = 
Ef(H(x' ,w)), where H(x',w) is a function for which (10) holds. We be-
gin with the theorem which proves the above mentioned expectation i-
dentity. 
Theorem 4.1. 
Let~ denote the conditional expecatation with respect to the den-
sity p1(t,a* I a,w) defined in (16) and Ef denote the conditional 
expectation with respect to the fiducial density given by (24). 
Assume: 
(1) Assumptiorts.··1-12 are satisfied. 
(2) H(x:w) is an invariant function i.e. (10) holds. Then: 
Proof: 
f • -1 * * * ER(H(x' ,w)) = H (w ~a,a )p~1(t,a I a,w)dµ(t)c0..2 (a ), T * 4* -te ,a e Jt . 
by Lemma 4.2. 
(25) 
-·- .J * H'(w-\,a,a*)p~(w-1t,a* I a)dµ(t)dA2(a*), by (17). teT ,ae.ll · · 
f -Ir- * H~(s ,a,a*)pi ( s ,a* ,a I a)dµ( s )<iA2 (a*) 
sew = T ,a eJl -= 
f I ( -1 *) I ( -1 * 1 * = H w t , a , a p 1 w t , a I a ).6.( t) dµ ( w_- ) tD-..2 ( a _ ) , w~en,a*eJ* . 
by (19), for a fixed t. 
f '< -1 *) '< -1 * I = * *H w t,a,a p1 w t,a a).6.(t)dv(w)dA.2(a*), wen ,a f. JJ 
by (18). 
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= f H'(w-l * wen ,x* EX* t ,a ,a_ )pH_w-1t ,a* a)~(t)~(x,x~)dLrl-n(x~)dv(w), 
by (22). 
= Ef(H(x',w)), by (24). 
In the second last line it is to be understood that (t,a,a*) corresponds 
* to (x,x) through (1). 
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4.3. Case of One Location Parameter. 
In this Section we consider a theorem which deals with families of 
distributions with one location parameter e. 
Definition 4.5. 
A function B(x) = ... , x) is said to be a "location invar-n 
iant" function if for any a, - 00 < a < 00, 
Definition 4.6. 
For X' = R, define g on!' as follows: 
n 
gx' = (x1 - g, ••• , xn, - g) • 
For n = R1, define g* on n = {0} as follows: 
g*e = e - g. 
Ramsey and Buehler (1963) have obtained the expectation identity for 
functions of the form ~(B(x) - x 1). With the above definitions of n+ 
g and g* and withe= w, it is easily seen that these functions sat-
isfy the invariance relation (10) for H(x' ,w). Thus the following 
theorem··which will be shown to follow from Theorem 4.1., is very 
similar to Ramsey and Buehler's result. It is actually more g~neral 
for the function H(x' ,w) is more general. 
Theorem 4.2. 
Let ER denote the conditional expectation over a region R in which 
the ancillaries ai = xi+l - x1 (i = 1, ••• , n-1) are fixed and Ef 
denote the expectation with respect to the fiducial density of 0 and 
x* given x. 
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(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
Assume:~ 
(1) x' = (x,x*) has density with respect to the Lebesgue measure L, 
n 
given by: 
p(x',9) = f(xl- e, ... , xn,- 9), - 00 < xl, ••• , xn' < oo, 
where x = (x1 , ••• , xn), x* = (xn+l' ••• , xn,) and n' > n. 
(2) H(x' ,e) is an invariant function i.e., for which (10) holds. 
Then 
Prodf: 
We begin with the verification of Assumptions of Theorem 4.1. 
Since this verification is very similar to that of Theorem 2.2., it 
will be gone into briefly. 
We have the following: 
( 1) For X' et3x• , we have that: 
... 
~ f f (x1- 9, • • •, X t - 9)dx1 o o • dx 1 • X' n n 
(2) :.In the _correspondence x' <---->. (t,a,a*), where x <----> (t,a), 
t,a,a* are given by: 
t = a = a* = {a , ••• , a 1 1), where n n -
... , n'- l)o 
(3) 
(4) 
g is defined on!' as in (26) and g* on n as in (27). 
In Assumption 10, we have that: 
= 
* and h(t,a,a) = 1 • 
(5) * Since for X f.f3x* 
da ••• da, 1 n n -
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F-l (x*) = {a* (t,a) a*= (xn+l- xl, ••• , xn'· -.xl) 
for x* = (xn+l' •.• , xn 1 )€X*}, 
-1 ( *) we have that F ( t ,a) X _ E.Bn!:-n • 
Also for any A~ef3Jl * and x*et3r , we have that: 
J da * 1 • • • da , _ 1 = J dx ~ 1 • • • dx , , A* Q.+ n - x* . n+ n 
-
where x* and A* are related through (23). 
Thus ~(x,x*) = 1 • 
(6) The conditional density p1(t,a* I a,w) with respect to the mea-
sureµ X ~ 2 (where dµ(t) = dt and cD-..2 is given in (32)) is given by: 
f(t - e,al+ t - e, ••• , an'-1 + t - e) 
= J J ·f(t e,a1+ t - e, ••• , an 1 _ 1+t.:.;B)dµ{t)cD-..2(a*) T JI* 
(33) 
The denominator equals the marginal density of a and therefore the in-
tegral exists. 
(T) Finally we have that: 
~(t) = 1 and dv(e) = dB. 
Also, the fiducial density of e and x* given x by use of (24) is 
given by: 
p(e,x* Ix) = p1(t,a~ I a,w). (34) 
Thus we see that all the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1. are satisfied and 
consequently (30) holds. 
For the proofs of the following Corollaries, the reader is re-
ferred to Ramsey and Buehler (1963). 
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Corollary 4.1. 
If Assumption (1) of Theorem 4.2. is satisfied, x = (x1 , ••• , xn) 
* and x = x 1 , then the fiducial mean BM is the minilIDlm mean square . n+ 
error invariant predictor of x 1 • n+ 
Corollary 4o2. 
If .Nssumption (1) of Theorem 4.2. is satisfied, x = :(:x1 , • o., xn) and 
* x = x 1, then the fiducial median Be satisfies: . n+ 
B (t.Bc - xn+ 1 I ) ~ E ( I B - x n+ 1 I ) , 
where Bis any invariant predictor. 
Definition 4.7. 
An invariant predictor B~b is said to be the "best" predictor ·Of xn+l 
(in the Pitman sense) if for all h:> O, 
and for some h > 0 
Corollary 4.3. 
X 
n+l 
- X n+l ~ h) 
~ h) > p ( I B - xn+ 1 I ~ h). 
If the fiducial density p(x 1 x) of x 1 given x: n+ n+ 
(1) has a mode at BL, say, 
(2) ls ... symmetric 
(3) satisfies the (unimodal) conditions: 
.- l.x' 
.. P\: n+l 
and p(x~+l 
x) ~ p(x" 
n+l 
x) ~ p(x" 
n+l 
x) , for - 00 ~ x' ~ x" ~ B 
- n+l - n+l - L 
x), for :s_ < x' ~ x" < 00 • 
-L n+l n+l 
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4.4. Case of One Location Parameter and One Scale Parameter. 
, 
In this Section we consider a theorem which deals,w.ith families of 
distributions with one location parameter 0 and one scale parameter a. 
Definition 4.8. 
A function ~(x) = B(x1 , • •• , x) is said to be invariant function if n 
for any a, - oo <a< oo, b > 0, 
Definition 4.9. 
Let X' = R, define g on X' as follows: 
n 
g x' = (b(x1- a), ••• , b(xn,- a)). a,b 
For n = * {(a,b.)_, - oo <a< oo, O < b. < oo}define g bas follows: a, 
g: b (0,cr) = (b(e - a), ba). 
. ' 
Ramsey and Buehler (1963) have obtained the expectation identity for 
.B(x1 , ••• , xn) - x functions of the form ~( n+l) • With the above 
a 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
definitions of g and g* and with w = (e,a) it is easily seen that the 
functions satisfy the invariance relation (10) for H(x',w). Thus, 
the following theorem which will be shown to follow fromThore~ 4.1 • 
. 
is very similar to Ramsey and Buehler 's result. It is actually more 
general for the function H(x',w) is more .ge~ral. 
Theorem 4.3. 
x. 2- xl 
Let a0 = 1 or O, according as x2 ~ x1 or x2 < x1 and let ai = _i+ __ _ 
x2 - xl 
(i = 1, ••• , n-2). Also let ER denote the conditional expectation over 
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a ·region R in which the ancillaries a0 , a1 , •.• , an_2. are fixed and Ef 
denote the expectation with respect to the fiducial density of e,a and 
x* giv~n x • 
. Assume: 
(1) x' = (x,x*) has the density given by: 
1 x1- e X 1 - B ( , ) -n l n ) p X ,B,a = r1 ·,£·~---, • • •, --- , 
.· a a 
-co< x1, •••, Xn'' B <=,a> 0, where X = (x1 , 
x* = (xn+l' ••• , xn,) and n' > n. Then: 
ER(H(x' ,e,a)) = Ef(H(x',e,a)). 
Proof: 
•••, X ), 
n 
Again the verification of the assumptions will be gone into 
briefly. 
We have the following: 
(40) 
(41) 
(1) In the correspondence .x' <----> (t,a,a*), t, a, a* are given by: 
t = (t1,t2 ) = (x1 , I x2- x1 1 ), a::= (a0 , ••• , an_2), a*= (an-i~ l!i,arr_2), 
.. · .. : ·:. _=-: x~2- xl 
where aj =-------,for j = n-1, ••• , n'-2. 
. x2 - xl 
(2) The definitions of g band g* bare given in (38) and (39). The 
a, a, 
dadb 
measure element of the measureµ is given by·~. 
(3) The measure elements dµ(t), ~ 1(a) and dA.2(a*) are given by: 
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dµ(t) = 
dtldt2 
t2 
2 
dA.1(a) = da1 ••• dan_2 d~, 
* dA. (a)= da 1 ••• da, 2 , 2 n- n -
(42) 
where~ is a discrete measure having mass½ at each of the two values 
ao = o, 1 • 
(4) It is easily seen that for sets S 'el3T X J xJI* and Sej3!' , where 
Sands' are related through (2(b)), we have that: 
I 
J 2t~ dµ(t)dA. 1(a)dA.2(a*) = J dL ,(x'). S, . . . . S n . 
Hence, h(t,a,a*) = n' 2t2 
) * * (5 For any A_ef3;* and X_ef3!* we have that: 
r da 
A* ~--1 
da , 2 
n -
- £ I I ~( ri ' -n) 
- x2- xl dx +l ••• dx ' , x . n n 
where x* and A* are related through (23). 
Thus ~(x,x*) = )x2- x11-(n'-n). 
(43) 
(44) 
(6) The donditional density p1(t,a* I a,w) with respect to the measure 
µ X A2 , where dµ(t) and dA2(a*) are as in (42) is given by: 
p1(t,a* F a,w) = 
(7) Finally we have that: 
1 6(t) = - and dv(w) 
t2 
f J .n' xl- e 1: f( Tl 2 cr ' 
dBdcr 
- --. 
- C1 
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X ,-
n 
a 
xn,- e .(45) 
•••, cr )dµ(t)dA.2 (a*) 
Also, the fiducial density of e,a,x* with respect to the measure 
V XX is given by: 
·2 
Thus we see that all the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1. are satisfied and 
we have that (41) holds. 
'..=' ,.: ;:·:.1.;F9r:,).~e proof of the following corollatj:et the reader is re-
ferred to Ramsey and Buehler (1963). 
Corollary 4.4. 
If Assumption (1) of Theo4e~ 4.3. is satisfied, x = (x1 , ••• , xn) 
. X ~;·1 ·· 1 
and x* = x 1 , th~n Ef( 1:l+ ·) / Ef( - ) is the mininmm mean square n+ 02 02 
error invariant predictor of xn+l. 
Definition 4.10. 
A function B(x1, ••• , xn) is said to be invariant if for all a,b, 
- co < a < co, b > O, we have that: 
... , X ) ) 
n 
Corollary ~. 5 • 
(47) 
n' n' 
Let i* = ii'-ln E xj and s2 = 1 E (xj - x*)2 • If Assumption n'-n-1 j=n+l j=n+l 
(1) of Theorem 4.3. is satisfied, x = (x1, ••• , x) and x* = (x 1, n _ n+ 
~- ~-:, x , ) , n' e; n + 2, then the minimum mean square error invariant 
. n 
Predictor of sin the future sample (i.e. x 1 , ••• , x ,) is given by: n+ n 
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Proof: 
It is easily seen that 
B(x1 , •••, X) - s 2 (-----n--) 
a 
satisfies ( 10), 
where B(x1 , ••• , xn) is an invariant function according to (47). We 
want to obtain a B(x1 , ..• , xn) such that E(B(x1 , ••• , xn) - s)
2 is 
minimum or equivalently we want to determine a B(x1 , ••• , xn) such 
that 
that: 
B(x1 , ••. , X) - s 2 E[-----n--] 
a 
is minimized. By Theorem 4.3., we have 
B(x1 , .•• , x) - s.2 ER [----a __ n __ ] B(x1 , ••• , xn) - s 2 = Ef [-_;;;;,_--a----] . 
Also if the right-hand side of (48) is minimum implies 
(48) 
B(x1 , ••• , x) - s 0 = Ef[ _____ n __ ] 
a2 
Hence, 
Consequently, it is the mininrum 
mean square error invariant predictor of s. 
Definition 4.11. 
A function B(x1, •.• , xn) will be said to be an invariant predictor 
if for all a,b, - 00 <a< 00 and b > O, we have that: 
... , X )) 
n 
Remark 4.8. 
(49) 
Similarly it can be shown that the minimum mean square error invariant 
s2 1 predictor of- s2 is Ef(~.) I Ef(04), where invariant predictor is defined 
according to (49). 
Remark 4.9. 
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If any ·function S(xn+l' o••, xn,) of the future observations has.the 
invariance property ~ccording. to (47), th~n Ef(~ ( Ef(~.J is the min-
a a 
imum mean square error invariant predictor.-of s. 
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4.5. Case of Two Location Parameters and One Scale Parameter. 
In this Section we consider a theorem which deals with families of 
distributions with two location parameters and one scale parameter. 
A feature of this theorem is that by its application we will be able 
to obtain an invariant predictor for the difference of two future 
observations i.e. xm+l - Yn+l· 
Definition 4.,12.. 
For.X' = R, define g b on X' as follows: 
m + n ' a1 , a2 , -
(b(x1- a 1), ••. , b(xm,- a1), b(y1-a~2,•••,b(yn1-a2)). 
(50) 
F.or n = {(a1 ,a2 ,b)}, - oo < a1 ,a2 < oo, 0 < b < oo, define g* as ~l,a2,b 
follows: 
g* (e1,e2 ,cr) = (b(01- a1),b(02T a2),bq). 
~l,a2,b (51) 
Theor~m 4.4. 
1, ••• , n - 2), and 
Let ER denote the conditional expectation over a region 
R in which the ancillaries a0 , ai, (i = 1, ••• ,n-2), bj~. (j=l, ••• ,n-2) 
\ 
and care fixed and Ef denote the expectation with respect to the 
** fiducial density of e1 ,e2 ,cr,x N given x,y. 
Assume: 
(1) (x' ,y') = ((x,x*),(y,y*)) has density with respect to the Lebesiue 
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measure L, , given by: 
m +n 
r f, , 4 
( ' ') X - e xm,-01 yl-02 Yn•-02 - m +n 1 1 
= a f(-a--, ••• , --, ••• ,---)' 
a a a 
(52) 
- oo < x1 , ••• ,xm'' y1 , ••• ,yn' < oo, where_x = (x1 , ••• ,xm), x* = (xm+1 , ••• , 
• I • 
' * x ,), Y = (y1 , ••• .,y-! .. ), y = (y +1, ••• ,y ,), m' > m and n' > n. nl n . n n 
(2) H(x' ,y,e1,e2 ,a) is an invariant function i.e. for which ,10) 
holds. Then: 
Proof: 
(53) 
The proof of this theorem will not Se given. It is similar to 
,:-
the proof of Theorems 4.2. and 4.3. 
Definition 4.13. 
A function B(x1 , ••• , xm' y1 , ••• , yn) will be said to be an invar-
iant predictor if for all a1 ,a2 ,b, -co< a1,a2< oo and b > O, we have 
that: 
b[B(x1 , ... , 
. . 
y) -(a - a)] 
n . 1 2 
= B[b(x1- a1), ••• , b(xm- a1), b(y1- a2), ••• , b(yn- a2)]. 
(54) 
Lemma 4.5. 
Then (10) holds for H(x',y' ,e1 ,e2 ,a). 
Proof: 
The proof of this is immediate and will not be given. 
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Corollary 4.6. 
If Assumption (1) of Theorem 4.4. is satisfied, x = (x1 , ••• , xm), 
* * x = x 1 , y = (y1 , ••• ,y) and y = y 1 , then the minimum mean square _ ml- n _ n+ 
X - y 
d f E ( m+ 1 n+ 1) I c 1~ error invariant pre ictor o x 1 - y 1 is ------ Ef -.• m+ n+ f 0 2 a 
Proof: 
If we use Lemma 4.5. and an argument similar to Corollary 4.5., 
the proof of this Corollary is straight forward. 
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4.6. Case of Two-Location Parameters and Two Scale Parameters. 
In this Section we consider a theorem which deals with families of 
distributions with two location parameters and two scale parameters, 
For this case we have not been able to obtain or even define in a sat-
isfactory way an invariant predictor for the difference of two future 
observations i.e. ~m+l - yn+l· 
Definition 4.14. 
For X' = define g on X' as follows: 
al,bl,a2,b2 
••• ,b2(Yn•-a2)). (55) 
For n = {(a1 ,b1 ,a2 ,b2 )},- oo < a1 ,a2 < oo, 0 < b1 ,b2 < oo, define 
Theorem 4.5. 
Let a0 = 1,0 according as x2 ~ x1 or x2 < x1 and b0 = 1,0 according 
xi+2 - xl 
Let a.= , (i = l, •• o,m-2) and 
l. x2 - ~1 
Yj+2 - Y1 b. = -------, (j = 1, ••• ,n-2). Also let ER denote the conditional 
J Y2 - Y1 
expectation over a region R in which the ancillaries a0 ,a1 , •.• ,am_2 , 
b0 ,b1 , ••• ,bn_2 are fixed and Ef denote the expectation with respect 
* * . to the fiducial density of e1 ,e2 ,a1 ,a2 ,x_ and Y_ given x and y. 
Assume that: 
(1) (x',y') = i. *' * ( (x ,1;: ; , (y ,y ) ) has density with respect to the 
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, • ; 4 
. .;,; 
... 
•• 
Lebesgue measure L , , given by: 
m +n 
= 
(x 1 , ••• ,x,~),m'>mandn'>n. n+ n 
(2) H(x' ,y•,e1 ,e2 , a1 ,a2) is an invariant function i.e. for which (10) 
holds. Then: 
Proof: 
The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 
4.2. and 4.3. and so will not be given. 
Definition 4.t5. 
B(x1 , ••• ,xm,y1 , ••• ,yn) will be said to be an invariant ratio predictor 
= 
Bl (xl, • • • ,xm) 
B2(yl' • • • ,yn) 
B2(y1 , ••• ,yn) are invariant functions in the sense of (47). 
Lemma 4.6. 
Let S(xm-t-1 , ••• ,xm''Yn+l'•••,Yn,), m' > m and n' > n be any function 
of the future observations which has the property of invariance 
according to Definition 4.15. Then: 
02 
~(-[a(x1 , ••• ,x ,y1 , ••• ,y) - S(x 1 , ••• ,x ,,y 1 , ••• ,y ,)]) satisfies a 1 m n mt m n+ .n 
(10). 
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Proof: 
The proof of this is straight forward and will not be given. 
Corollary 4.7. 
If assumption( 1) of Theorem 4.5. :is isatisfied and 
.... 
future observations which has the property of invariance according 
Sa'2 a 2: 
to-Definition 4.15., then Ef(~) / Ef( ;) is a minimum mean square 
O'l 0 1. 
error invariant prellit:.tor of S. 
Proof: 
If we use Lemma 4.6. and an agrument similar to Corollary 4.5., 
the proof of th~s Corollary is straight forward. 
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4.7. Some Remarks: 
Several other cases have not been considered, e.g. the cases of (1) 
two location parameters and (2) k location parameters and k scale 
parameters (k > 2). We want to mention here that the cases are also 
special cases of Theorem 4.1. However, as remarked in Section 4.6., 
we may not always be able to obtain suitable invariant predictors. 
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Chapter 5. Invariant Functions. 
5.0. Introduction. 
In this Chapter we consider invariant functions on the sample and 
para~eter spaces i.e. functions tor which (11) of Chapter 2 holds. 
Lehmann (1959) has dealtwith invariant functions on the sample space. 
He has obtained theorems COI\Cerning: (i) the relationship of the 
maximal invariant with an invariant function, (ii) a method for ob-
taining a maximal invariant, (iii) the manner in which the parameter 
space can be shrunk by use of maximal invariant on the parameter 
space. Theorems corresponding to (i) and (ii) above have been ob-
tained. The definition of maximal invariant which we give below is 
an obvious extension of Lehmann's definition of maximal invariant on 
the sample space. We begin with assumptions which are similar to 
those of Chapter 2, but fewer in number and in some respects similar. 
Assumption 1. 
Let(!, ~X' Pw) be a probability space, where wen and n is the 
parameter space. 
Assumption 2. 
There is a group-¾= Jg) of (1-1) measurable transformations on the 
sample space! onto itself. 
Assumption. 3. 
The .class of measures Pw for wen is closed under )a.. • Thus for any ge \ 
and wen, there is a wgen.such that for all Xet,X , 
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* Pw(X) = Pg w(gX), 
where g* is the function on n ton defined by g*w = w. g 
The transformations 4~ = {g*} is a group. 
Assumption 4. 
' ~ * For any w1 ,w2en,. there is a sing~e ge 4 suc.h that g _ w1 = 4i2 • 
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(1) 
5.1. Relation Between a Maximal Invariant and Invariant Function. 
In this Section we derive a relation between a maximal invariant and 
an invariant function on the sample and parameter spaces. 
Definition 5.1. 
A function S(x,w} will be said to be maximal invariant under 
~ '~~(t<---->\ ~) if: 
(1) S(x,w) is invariant i.e. (11) of Chapter 2 holds. 
(2) S(x1 ,w1 ) = S{x2 ,w2 ) implies that there exists ge: '6-and g*e: ~* 
{g <----> g*) such that gx1 = x2 and g~w1 = w2 • 
Theorem 5 .1. 
Assume: 
(1) Assumptions (1) - (4) hold. 
(2) s(x,w) is a miximal :invariant under {, '}~ ( {<----> i ~). 
Then a necessary and sufficient condition for H(x,w) to be invariant 
is that it depends on.x,w only through S(x,w); i.e. there exists a 
function h such that H{x,w) = h(S(x,w)), for all x,w. 
If H(x,w) = h(S(x,w)), for all x,w, then H{gx,g*w) = h[S(gx,g*w)] 
= H(x,w), by hypothesis (2) of the theorem. Conversely, if H(x,w) 
is invariant , : and if .. · . S (x1 ,w1) = S (x2 ,w2), then for some 
ge:1t,, g*e:~{g <----> g~), gx1 = x2 and g~w1 = w2 and therefore, 
H(x1 ,w1} = H(x2 ,w2). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Below we give examples of functions which are maximal invar·-
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iant in the sense of Definition 5.1. and also of functions which are 
invariant in the sen~e (11) of Chapter 2 but not maximal invariant • 
Example 5.1. 
Example of a M,aximal Invariant in Case of One Location Parameter Families. 
Let: 
(1) e e (R ,B ,P) be a probability space, where P , 
n n 
class of measures. 
00 < e < oo, is a 
(2) 1a, = {g8 : -oo < e < oo} be a group of transformations on Rn, 
where g8 is defined as follows: 
gfr = (x1-e, ... , xn-B). 
(3) \~ = {g:: - oo < e < oo}, be the corresponding group of trans-
* formations on the parameter space n, where g0 is defined as follows: 
Then, 
S(x,B) = 
is a maximal invariant. 
Proof: 
... , X -
n 
e), 
It is easily verified that Assumptions (1) - (4) hold and 
S(x,e) = S(gx:,g*e), where g <----> g*. Moreover, suppose that 
g=~-y 
1 1 
* * and hence the corresponding g - g 
- xl- Y1 Then it is 
seen that g x = y and g* e = e2. Thus, 
x1- y 1 ' x1- y 1 1 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
S(gx _ Y x, g: _ Y e1) = S(y,e2 ). Hence S(x,B) is a maximal invariant. 1 1 -1 1 
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Example 5 .2. 
Example of a Maximal Invariant in Case oti One Location Parameter and 
One Scale Parameter Families. 
Let: 
(1) (R, B , Pe,a) be.a probability space where Pe,a, -oo < e < oo, 
,n n 
a> 0 is a class of measureso 
(2) ..+ = {g b: - oo <a< oo, b > O} be a group of transformations on a, 
Rn, where ga,b is defined as follows: 
(5) 
(3) Also, ~.{ = * {ga,b: - 00 <a< oo, b> 0} be the corresponding group 
of transformations on the parameter space n , where g* b is defined 
~, 
as follows: 
* Sa,b (e,a) 
Then, 
s(x,e,a) = 
= (b(0 - a),ba). 
X - 0 
(::~ CJ , 0 •• ' 
X - 0 
n ) 
CJ 
is a miximal invariant. 
Proof: 
(6) 
(7) 
It is easily verified that Assumptions (1) - (4) hold and 
S(x,e,a) = S(gx,g*(e,a)~ where g <----> g*. Moreover, suppose that 
s(x,el,crl) 
X - 0 i l 
= 
al 
= S ( y , e 2 , ~2 ) L e. , 
Yi - 02 
, (i = 1, o•o, n). 
CJ2 
* * Y1 - x2 ponding g = g b, where a= 
a, Y1 - Y2 
Take g = g band hence the corres-
a, 
Y1 - Y2 ' 
and b = --- It is easily 
x2 - xl • 
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- seen that we have the following hold: 
(1) Y1X2 - Y2X1 
el 
0'1 
::: 
- - e. 
Y1 - Y2 0'2 2 
(2) Y1 - Y2 0'2 = -
xl - X 0'1 2 
By use of (8) and (9) and some routine algebra, we have that 
ga,b x = y and g:,b(e1 ,a1) = (e2 ,a2 ). Thus s(x, ,a) is a maximal 
invariant. 
Example 5.3. 
Example of a Function which is Invariant but not Maximal Invariant 
in Case of One Location Parameter Families. 
Let ~(~e) = (xi9)2 + (x2 - 0)
2
• Take x = (4,5) and y = (0,5), 
e1 = 1 and e2 = o. Then ~(x,0t = ~(y,02 ) = 25. There is no ge '1 
and g*e \~' (g <----> g*) such that gx = y and g*e1 = e2 • Thus 
~(x,0) is not maximal invariant, however it can be easily veri-
fied that ~(x,e) is an invariant function. 
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(8) 
(9) 
5.2. A Method for Obtaining Maximal Invariant. 
In this Section a method to obtain a maximal invariant through sub-
groups is suggested. It is an obvious extension of the method by 
Lehmann: 0-959) for obtaining maximal invariant on the sample space. 
We start by giving two lemmas which will be needed later. 
Lemma 5.1. 
Let Assumptions (1) - (4) hold. Let G be a subgroup of~. Then, 
G* = {g*: g* <--~-> geG} 
is a subgroup oft~· 
Proof: 
The proof of this :1.pmma is similar to Lemma 1 on page 214 of 
Lehmann ( 1959) • 
Lemma 5.2. 
( 1) Given gE 1 • g~E 9!t, where g <----> g*, let g*"* be defined on 
S(x,w) as follows: 
g**(s(x,w}} = S(gx,g*w). 
(10) 
(11) 
(2) 
(3) 
. * - * Let ~~ = {g~* : g~ _ <----> ge 1, g~e 1:, where g <--~-> g*}. 
** ** ** * * Let G. ··· = {g· · : t· · · <----> geG ,g eG , where g <----> g*}, ( 12) 
where G is a subgroup of 1 and G* is the corresponding subgroup of 
* ¾, according to ( 10) • 
Then -i is a group and G ** is a subgroup of 1--**. 
Proof: 
** We first show that -'}- is a group. We have the following: 
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** ( 1) The identity element is clearly contained i~n Ji- .. 
** ** ** ** (2) Suppose g1 _ and g2 _ are contained in~- • Then, g1 _(S(x,w)),= 
* ** ** * * * S(gx1 ,g_w) and g2 _ (g1 S(x,w)) = S(g2g1x,g2 g1 w) = (g2g1}·.'.· (s(x,w)). 
** ** 11. ** Therefore g2 _. gl is contained in 0 . . 
-1 ** ** · -1 ** * ** J.** (3) (g ) _ (g s(x,w)) = .(g ) (S(gx,g w)) = S(x,w), for g e -,-, • 
( -1)** ( **)-1 (g**)-1 i ** Therefore, g _ = g and is contained in?' • Hence, 
D~** ** 
0 _ is a group. Similarly it can be shown that G is a subgroup of 
~--
The following theorem is concerned with the obtaining of a maximal 
invariant through subgroups. 
Theorem 5.2. 
Let: 
( 1) D and E be two subgroups gene:cating Yr. 
(2) 
(3) 
. * * S(x,w) be a maximal invariant with respect to D, D (D <----> D ). 
** t(S(x,w)) be a maximal invariant under the group E of trans-
** ** ** * * formations, where E = {e : e <----> eeE, e*eE , where e <---->e }. 
Assume that: 
(4) Assumptions (1) - (4) hold. 
(5) * * * For eeE, e eE, (e <----> e ), 
s(x1,wih= S(x2 ,w2 ) implies that s(ex1 ,e*<~Q = s(~2 ,e*w2), (13) 
e <----> e*. Then, t(S(x,w)) is a maximal invariant with respect to 
-¾·re\<---->\*) . 
Proof: 
Let s(x1 ,w1) = s(x2 ,w2 ) • Then t(S(x1 ,w1)) = t(e**s(x1 ,w1)) = 
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** t(e __ S(x2 ,w2)) = t(S(x2 ,w2)), where the equalities follow from (3), 
(5) and (3) of the theorem. Hence, t(•) is well defined. 
Any element ge1 has the form g = emdm ••• e1d1 • Let (y1 ,w2 )' = (gx1 ,g~w1). 
** three equalities follow from the definition of em, invariance oft 
** * with respect to E and invariance of S w5 t:1 respect to D,D 
(D <----> D*) respectively. Then, by induction we have that 
t(S(y1 ,w2 )) = t(S(x1 ,w1)) and t(S(x,w)) is invariant with respect 
to 1t, ~~(1 <----> \*). 
Since t(S(y1 ,w2 )) = t(S(x1,w1)) and t(S(x,w)) is maximal 
** ** invariant with respect to E: · , we have that there exists a e such 
that: 
(14) 
* * Also, since S(x,w) is maximal invariant with respect to D,D (D <--> D ), 
* * * we have that there exists a deD, d eD (d <----> d) such that 
* * 0, * * P.* y1 = dex1 and w2 =de w1 . But dee-,, and dee O . Hence t(S(x,w)) 
is a maximal invariant with respect to 1t , \* < \ <----> ~*). 
Example 5.4. 
Obtaining of Maximal Invariant in Case of One Location Parameter and 
One Scale Parameter. 
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It, 
- Consider again the problem with specification of Example 5.2. 
Let D = {ga,l: - oo <a< oo} and E = {gO,b: b > 0}, where ga,l and 
gO,b are defined according to (5). It is easily seen that D and E 
D. * * toge_ther generate O . Moreover, D and E , the corresponding sub-
groups of\~ are given by: 
* * D = {g 1 
. a, 
* * 
- oo <a< oo}, and G = {gO,b b > 0), 
* * where ga:,-1 and gO,b are defined according to (6). As remarked in 
Example 5.2.,.Assumptions (1) - (4) are satisfied. Let, 
S(x,B,a) = {x1 - B, ••• , xn - B). 
Then it can be easily shown ( in a manner s.imilar to Example 5 .1.) 
(15) 
(16) 
* * that S(x,B,a) is a maximal invariant with respect to D,D {D. <----> D ). 
... , X - 0) 
n 
= 
Hence (5) of the theorem is satisfied. Finally, define 
t(S(x,B,a)) as follows: 
e X - 8 
t(S(x,B,a)) = (-1a-' ••• , 
X -n 
a 
) . 
xl- el X - 8 yl- 82 Y - e 
Let ( a ' ... , n 1) = ( a ' e O O J n 2) 
1 al 2 a2 
** * (a,b) = 0'2 and e <----> (e b'e b), where (0,-). Then a,b a, a, 0'1 
** X - 8 ) 0'2 el), 
. !·0'2 
e.4.;,.b (xl - el' ... ' = (-(xl- ... ' -(x -n 1 0'1 0'1 n 01) = 
(y1- e2 , ••• , yn- 02 ), where the last equality follows from (18). 
Thus all the hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied and (17) is 
a maximal invariant with respect to 1 • \ *( %<----> ~ *). 
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